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THIS MATERIAL IS PRESENTED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THE PUBLISHER
AND THE AUTHORS DO NOT RENDER ANY LEGAL, ACCOUNTING OR OTHER PRO-
FESSIONAL SERVICE. IT IS INTENDED FOR USE BY ATTORNEYS LICENSED TO PRAC-
TICE LAW IN VIRGINIA. BECAUSE OF THE RAPIDLY CHANGING NATURE OF THE LAW,
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PUBLICATION MAY BECOME OUTDATED. AS A
RESULT, AN ATTORNEY USING THIS MATERIAL MUST ALWAYS RESEARCH ORIGINAL
SOURCES OF AUTHORITY AND UPDATE INFORMATION TO ENSURE ACCURACY
WHEN DEALING WITH A SPECIFIC CLIENT'S LEGAL MATTERS. IN NO EVENT WILL THE
AUTHORS, THE REVIEWERS, OR THE PUBLISHER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDI-
RECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS MATE-
RIAL. THE VIEWS EXPRESSED HEREIN ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE
VIRGINIA LAW FOUNDATION. 

© 2023 Virginia Law Foundation. All rights reserved.
Anyone seeking to license the use of  these materials, in whole or in part, 

should make the request to vacle@vacle.org. 

Virginia CLE® is the educational division of  the Virginia Law Foundation (VLF), which is an IRS 501(c)(3)
nonprofit organization established in 1974. The VLF is a philanthropic leader in Virginia and promotes
the Rule of  Law, access to justice, and law-related education. It is the largest and one of  the few Virginia
charities that is devoted to continuing legal education as part of  its core mission.  

The VLF annually provides grants that benefit Virginians throughout the Commonwealth, and our grant-
making capacity is substantially enhanced by the generosity of  donors, where one hundred percent of
unrestricted gifts support our grants program. Additionally, the net funds collected annually from Virginia
CLE seminars and publications are reinvested into our mission, and a considerable portion is applied to
the VLF endowment to help support future grants. As a result, your support of  Virginia CLE is also al-
lowing our thriving charitable work to achieve even greater success.  

For more information about how to support the Virginia Law Foundation, 
please visit virginialawfoundation.org.
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Tim Carroll
Executive Director
Virginia Judges and Lawyers  Assistance Program
Tim Carroll is the Executive Director of  Virginia Judges and
Lawyers  Assistance Program.  He grew up in Virginia and joined
the United States Air Force after high school. After 28 years of
service and numerous assignments around the world, he retired
in Anchorage, Alaska, where he became the Chief  Executive Of-
ficer of  a fisheries-related business. In 2014 he returned to Virginia
and assumed his current role in 2015. Mr. Carroll has an under-
graduate degree in history from the University of  Alaska and a
Master’s degree in business administration from Virginia Com-
monwealth University. 

Deborah Casello
President
Keys 365 Suicide Prevention
Fairfax, Virginia
Deb Casello is a master-level trainer in the evidence-based suicide
prevention program, QPR. She first became involved in crisis and
trauma  support in 2008 and has assisted police and fire depart-
ments in both  Alaska and Nevada, providing on-scene survivor
support following a death in the community. Deb founded and di-
rected the statewide suicide prevention outreach, You Are Not
Alone, and was able to bring YANA to communities across Alaska
by working for the Alaska Department of  Education through the
University of  Alaska. Along with a degree in Communications,
she was certified as a trainer in Mental Health First Aid and Crit-
ical Incident Stress Management and Debriefing. Deb worked at

Faculty & Speakers
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Georgetown University Hospital and, while there, provided sui-
cide prevention training to the University Pastoral Care and Res-
idential Minister staff  members. Deb furthered her expertise as
the manager of  the Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors,
serving as the National Military Survivor Helpline, and Develop-
ment Team Manager of  Community Outreach.

Hetal Challa
Wellness Coordinator
Supreme Court of Virginia
Hetal Challa is the Wellness Coordinator for the Supreme Court
of  Virginia, Office of  the Executive Secretary. Prior to working
for the  Court, Hetal was an attorney and mediator, focusing on
Guardian ad  litem, and family law issues in the Hampton Roads
area. In addition to  her background in law and mediation, she
has a degree in psychology with five years of  clinical experience,
counseling adults, adolescents, and children in an outpatient treat-
ment center, suffering from mental health and substance abuse is-
sues. Hetal uses her diverse background to focus on education and
outreach for attorneys, law students, and the  judiciary. She cur-
rently sits on the Executive Board of  the Virginia Bar  Association,
Young Lawyer's Division, and is Chair of  the Lawyer  Wellness
Committee.
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Kelly Corcoran
Conductor & Artistic Director
Intersection
Social Scientist
Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center
Music Cognition Lab 
Named “Best Classical Conductor” by the Nashville Scene, Kelly
Corcoran is Artistic Director & Conductor of  Intersection, a con-
temporary music ensemble now in its ninth season in Nashville.
Corcoran founded the Nashville Philharmonic Orchestra and
conducted the Nashville Symphony in hundreds of  performances
for nine seasons as Associate Conductor and Director of  the Sym-
phony Chorus. She has guest conducted many major orchestras
including The Cleveland Orchestra, the Atlanta, Detroit, Houston
and National Symphonies and orchestras in Argentina, England,
Germany, Czech Republic, Spain, Mexico and Chile. Corcoran
has worked with artists such as Bela Fleck, Leslie Odom Jr. and
Amy Grant and conducted National Geographic's Symphony for
our World international tour. A graduate of  Boston Conservatory
and Indiana University, a proud alum of  the Taki Alsop Conduct-
ing Fellowship, the New World Symphony and the Lucerne Festi-
val with Pierre Boulez, her primary mentors are Leonard Slatkin
and Marin Alsop. Additionally, Corcoran is on the music faculty
at Middle Tennessee State University and Lipscomb University
and is proud to serve on the Advisory Council for Music Makes
Us (supporting music education) and Nashville’s Health Equity
Workgroup. Kelly recently completed her Master of  Public Health
(MPH) in Health Behavior from the University of  Alabama at
Birmingham and is interested in the role of  the arts in building
health in our communities. She currently is a Social Scientist
working at the Music Cognition Lab at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center. She is also passionate about exploring innovative
models for making and sharing classical music. Learn more about
Kelly at kellycorcoran.net 
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Donna Edbril, Esq.
Leadership and Career Coach
Former Chief Counsel
Avon Products and Godiva Chocolate
Donna Edbril is a certified leadership coach with expertise in help-
ing working women attorneys advance their careers and find ful-
fillment. She brings a diverse background as a certified leadership
coach, woman lawyer, and lawyer mom, leveraging a passion for
supporting other women and serving as a source of  encourage-
ment and wisdom in their careers.  

Donna began her career as a litigator for private law firms in New
York City, moving in-house to work for global public and private
companies in the consumer goods space. She spent 16 years at
Avon, earning multiple promotions, from Senior Counsel through
Vice President and Associate General Counsel, and serving as a
trusted advisor to the C-suite, senior executives, and Board of  Di-
rectors on business, operational, and reputational risks. Her career
continued in an upward progression, leading her to serve as a
three-time General Counsel and Corporate Secretary for West-
Point Home, Godiva, and Cache. These diverse business environ-
ments enabled her to lead teams of  varying size and structure
across corporate governance, international transactions, employ-
ment, and business strategy. While she continued to move up the
corporate ladder, she understood more than ever the challenge of
balancing and managing a successful career with motherhood. 

After more than 35 years of  practicing law, Donna transitioned
into coaching to serve as a strategic partner and sounding board
to working lawyer moms, helping them to embrace their strengths,
trust their instincts, and find the answers within so they can lead
a happier and more fulfilling personal and professional life.  

She is one of  six approved coaches for the Women in Law Em-
powerment Forum (WILEF), an organization dedicated to support
women in Big Law and Fortune 500 Corporate Legal Depart-
ments to become leaders in the workplace.  Donna is also Co-
Chair of  WILEF’s Mentoring Program for its Young Lawyers
Division. 
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Elizabeth Hopkins
Executive Director
J.P. Morgan Private Bank
Elizabeth Hopkins is an Executive Director and Banker at J.P.
Morgan Private Bank, covering Richmond and Central Virginia.
Elizabeth works closely with multi-generational families, private
business owners, executives, entrepreneurs, endowments and foun-
dations to present sophisticated strategies that help grow and pre-
serve their wealth. She offers a knowledgeable perspective to guide
them through the complex financial challenges that often accom-
pany significant assets.

As a champion for her clients, Elizabeth invests time in under-
standing their aspirations and the legacy they wish to leave. She
coordinates specialist resources across the financial spectrum to
integrate investments, trust and estate planning, lending and more.
Elizabeth is instrumental in delivering the full breadth of  J.P. Mor-
gan—the thought leadership and opportunistic ideas for which
the firm is known. Her attention to detail and the way in which
she simplifies concepts delivers a level of  confidence and trust.

Over the course of  a two-decade career in New York and Virginia,
Elizabeth has gained keen insight into the needs of  high-net-worth
clients. Most recently, she was a Strategic Advisor with TSW, a
small investment boutique and previously, was with Bank of
America Private Bank, J.P. Morgan Private Bank and Goldman
Sachs. In her return to J.P. Morgan, she plays an influential part
in expanding the firm’s presence in Richmond.

A native of  Richmond, Elizabeth enjoys developing lasting rela-
tionships with clients. She is a board member for the MCV Foun-
dation and Greater Richmond SCAN. Elizabeth sits on the
Community Foundation for a greater Richmond Professional Ad-
visor Council, the Richmond Ballet Advisory Council, the VCU
School of  Business Finance Advisory Board, and the Collegiate
School Admissions Committee.

Elizabeth earned an MBA from the University of  North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. She received a B.B.A. in Finance and Marketing
from James Madison University.
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Mac Keever
Law School Graduate
Entrepreneur
R. McIlwaine ‘‘Mac” Keever received Bachelor of  Arts and Juris
Doctor degrees from University of  Richmond. He has served as
an Assistant Commonwealth’s Attorney and a sole practitioner.  

Multiple real estate development partnerships and ventures prom-
ulgated an affinity for assisting those facing foreclosure of  their
homes. Mac has had the privilege of  helping several thousand
homeowners conquer foreclosure and keep their homes through
creative restructuring of  their  mortgages. 

In multiple community endeavors as well as The Presbyterian
Church, Mac stays enthusiastically close to his background. He
enjoys mentoring young entrepreneurs and guiding their growth
into successful and meaningful pursuits outside of  traditional in-
come production.  

Mac’s dedication to our profession is manifested in his 30 years of
passionate service to Virginia Judges and Lawyers Assistance Pro-
gram, VJLAP. He has served two terms on its board, made innu-
merable presentations to law schools, Bar  and other groups, and
helped guide its growth and structure.  

With  his wife, Beth, Mac makes his home in Suffolk, Virginia,
part of  the Hampton Roads Metropolitan Area, a place where he
is proud to say his family has lived for many generations. 
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Anna McChesney, 
MS, LPC, MT-BC
Licensed Professional Counselor 
Board Certified Music Therapist 
CEO, Healing Sounds 
Anna is the CEO of  Healing Sounds, LLC and board certified
music therapist and licensed professional counselor in the Com-
monwealth of   Virginia. She is a 2004 graduate of  East Carolina
University with  degrees in Music Therapy and Music Education
and a 2010 graduate of  the  Rehabilitation Counseling program
at Virginia Commonwealth University.  Anna has extensive expe-
rience in mental health, including 13 years  providing music ther-
apy services and crisis stabilization to detained teenagers and
growing a group therapy practice grounded in  music and art ther-
apy. She has provided consultation for area school systems, co-au-
thored standards and curriculum for state-operated programs
within Virginia’s department of  education, and regularly leads
workshops regarding social and emotional learning, burnout pre-
vention and  integrating creativity into mindfulness and wellness
practices. 

PJ McIlvaine
Author and Emmy-Nominated Screenwriter
PJ McIlvaine is a prolific author/screenwriter/writer/journalist. 

PJ is the author of  the Amazon best-selling Violet Yorke, Gilded
Girl: Ghosts in the Closet (Darkstroke Books, 2022), an MG su-
pernatural historical mystery adventure about a poor little rich
girl who sees ghosts in 1912 NYC. 

PJ’s debut picture book Little Lena and the Big Table (Big Belly
Book Co., 2019), with illustrations by Leila Nabih, is about a de-
termined little girl who wants her place at the grown-up  table.  

PJ has A Good Man, a gritty contemporary adult psych thriller
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with Bloodhound Books (August 2023), and The Conundrum of
Charlemagne Crosse, a YA alternate history set in Victorian
London with Orange Blossom Books (September 2023). In 2024-
2027, PJ has a series of  Creature Feature picture books with
Oghma Creative Media.  

PJ is a co-host of  #PBPitch, the premiere pitch party for picture
book creators. She’s been published in many outlets including The
New York Times and Newsday. PJ also does interviews for The
Children’s Book Insider newsletter. Also, her Showtime original
movie My Horrible Year with Mimi Rogers, Karen Allen, and
Eric Stoltz was nominated for a Daytime Emmy. 

PJ lives in Eastern Long Island with her family. Learn more at pj-
macwriter.com

Chris Rodriquez
Executive Director, Banker
J.P. Morgan Private Bank
Chris Rodriguez is a banker in J.P. Morgan Private Bank’s
Washington, D.C. office where he advises affluent families, en-
dowments, and foundations on their banking, borrowing, invest-
ing, and planning needs. Chris joined the Washington, D.C.
team in 2013 with a focus on portfolio construction and imple-
mentation.

A South Florida native, Chris previously launched the Private
Bank’s Capital Advisory Group in Miami. In this capacity, he
advised clients on their liabilities and capital positions, primarily
through customized lending solutions involving concentrated
stock holdings, private aircraft, fine art collections, life insurance
policies, real estate, and unsecured exposures.

Chris began his career in corporate development at Deutsche
Bank in New York City where he supported C-level executives
in evaluating proprietary investments, strategic transactions and
restructuring initiatives.

Chris graduated from New York University Stern School of
Business with a B.S. degree in Finance. He currently sits on the
Board of  Directors of  McLean Youth Soccer and resides in
McLean, Virginia, with his wife and three children.
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Brandon Ross
Executive Director, Wealth Advisor
J.P. Morgan Private Bank
Brandon Ross is a Wealth Advisor in the Washington, D.C. office
of   J.P. Morgan Private Bank. Drawing upon his experience as a
trust and  estate attorney at several prominent law firms in D.C.
and Florida,  Brandon designs integrated strategies for estate plan-
ning, business  succession and wealth transfer. He is skilled at help-
ing clients with  their philanthropic interests and guides them on
appropriate structures  to establish their vision.

Considered a leader within the advisory community, Brandon
serves on  the board of  directors of  the Washington, D.C. Estate
Planning Council.  He has gained national recognition through
his writing and speaking  about a breadth of  estate planning top-
ics, including generation-skipping  transfer tax planning, benefi-
ciary designation forms for retirement  accounts, gift tax return
preparation, insurance planning, decanting and  Florida home-
stead. He won Best Overall Article for Trust & Estate  in 2017 and
Best Practical Use Article for Trust & Estate in 2016  from the
American Bar Association Section of  Real Property,  Trust and
Estate Law’s Probate & Property magazine.

Brandon was selected for the Dennis I. Belcher Young Leaders
Program  (2018 to 2020), offered by the American College of
Trust and Estate  Counsel Foundation. Previously, he was a Fellow
with the ABA Section on  Real Property, Trust and Estate Law
(RPTE). Brandon serves as Co-Chair  of  the Estate and Gift Tax
Committee and as Assistant Editor for the  eReport for RPTE.

Brandon is a graduate of  Cornell University and holds a J.D. from
American University’s Washington College of  Law. He earned an
LL.M. from  Georgetown University Law Center’s Graduate Tax
Program, and was a  member of  the first class to receive an Estate
Planning Certificate.  Over the past few years, he has lectured at
Georgetown on various topics  for students pursuing the Estate
Planning Certificate. 

Active in the community, Brandon is an inaugural member of  the
Smithsonian Professional Advisors Network. He serves as a Class
Agent  for annual giving at St. Albans School and is a Cornell
Alumni  Admissions Ambassador.
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The Honorable
Jane Marum Roush
Neutral
The McCammon Group
Former Justice
Supreme Court of Virginia
President
Virginia Law Foundation
Jane Marum Roush is the president of  the Virginia Law Foun-
dation. She is a mediator with The McCammon Group, which
she joined in March 2016. She served as a justice of  the
Supreme Court of  Virginia from August 2015 to February
2016. Justice Roush was a judge of  the Circuit Court of  Fairfax
County for twenty-two years, from 1993 to 2015. Prior to be-
coming a judge, she practiced law for 12 years with the firms
now known as McGuireWoods and Hogan Lovells.  

Most recently, Justice Roush was the 2022 recipient of  the Vir-
ginia Association of  Defense Attorneys’ Award for Excellence in
Civil Litigation, which annually recognizes an individual with
the highest standards of  ethics, demeanor, and temperament
and with exemplary conduct inside and outside the courtroom.
In 2018, the Virginia Holocaust Museum and Virginia Law
Foundation presented her with its Civility in the Law Award,
and Virginia Lawyers Weekly inducted her into its Hall of  Fame
in 2021.  

Justice Roush graduated from Wellesley College in 1978 and the
University of  Virginia School of  Law in 1981. She and her hus-
band, David, have two daughters and two grandsons.   
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Raymond M. White
Executive Director
Virginia Law Foundation
Ray White began his legal career as VISTA volunteer at Broome
Legal Aid in Binghamton, New York, working for $80 per week
and food stamps. Following that time he worked an Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney in Albany, New York, where he conducted numer-
ous jury trials as a member of  the Major Offense Prosecution
Bureau and The Felony Trial Bureau. Licensed in both New York
and Virginia, his practice career also included entertainment law,
FELA litigation, family law litigation, criminal defense, and ap-
pellate practice.  

While practicing law (or perhaps more accurately because he was
practicing law) Ray also found time to travel to Nashville and
across the country to Los Angeles where he tried his hand as a
songwriter and a screenwriter, all the while being properly advised
not to quit his day job. He hasn’t, but nonetheless he still writes to
this day.  

The most satisfying highlight of  Ray’s journey into the world of
creativity is having the privilege to co-write a screenplay with the
recently crowned Amazon bestselling author PJ McIlvaine. The
second most satisfying highlight is, after considerable begging and
pleading, convincing her to join us at this institute.  

Mr. White served as the Chief  Operating Officer for the National
Institute for Trial Advocacy, where he was also a member of  the
faculty teaching trial and deposition skills to attorneys at several
hands-on training programs throughout the nation. He was also
CLE faculty for the New York State Supreme Court Appellate Di-
vision’s Office of  Attorneys for Children, the New York Public
Welfare Attorneys Association, and the New York State Basic Pros-
ecutors Training Program.  

He is a two-time board member of  Virginia’s Judges and Lawyers
Assistance Program, a regular trial skill teaching volunteer at Vir-
ginia’s Hill-Tucker Prelaw Institute, and a long-time member of
the Virginia Supreme Court’s Access to Justice Commission where
he has served for many years as the Chair of  its Outreach and Ed-
ucation Committee.  
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Ray White is a 1977 graduate of  Duke University and a 1980
graduate of  Albany Law School of  Union University. He contin-
ues to serve as the Executive Director for the Virginia Law Foun-
dation and Virginia CLE® and has since 2012. 
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Tony Arata
American Singer-Songwriter

Born in Savannah, Georgia, and raised on
nearby Tybee Island, Nashville Songwriters
Hall of  Fame member and songwriter Tony
Arata is noted for his personal, poetic lyrics.
When he moved to Nashville in 1986, his
unique, soulful style began to get the atten-
tion of  people like Allen Reynolds and
Garth Brooks. Garth, to date, has recorded
eight of  Tony’s songs, and “The Dance”
won song of  the year at The Academy of
Country Music and received both a Coun-
try Music Association and a Grammy nom-
ination, as well as a most performed song in
Radio and Records Magazine. He has also
had No. 1 records with “Here I Am” for
Patty Loveless, “I’m Holding My Own” for
Lee Roy Parnell, and “Dreaming With My
Eyes Open” for Clay Walker. Other artists
who have recorded his songs include Dolly
Parton, Emmylou Harris, Bonnie Raitt, Tr-
isha Yearwood, Reba McEntire, Delbert
McClinton, Don Williams, Suzy Bogguss,
Hal Ketchum, and more. Tony has also
recorded four solo albums featuring new
songs, covers, and guest appearances by
many of  Nashville’s finest musicians as well
as folks who have recorded his songs, includ-
ing Garth, Patty, and Lee Roy. Learn more
at tonyarata.com.

Keynote Speaker
Performer



Kyshona Armstrong
Artist.  Songwriter.  Activist.  Music Therapist.  Community Connector. 
Kyshona has always lent her voice and music to those that feel they have been silenced or forgotten. She
began her career as a music therapist, writing her first songs with her patients — the students and inmates
under her care. She soon found the need to write independently and find her own voice, an endeavor
which led her to the fertile ground of  the Nashville creative community and songwriting culture. Since
then, she has learned how to balance her music career with her passion to heal and foster community
through her non-profit organization Your Song.

Her song “Listen” became an anthem for many in 2020. Of  her album, one fan reviewer wrote: “Amidst
these hard divisive times, this set of  songs is a salve for the grief  many of  us are feeling about resulting

loss of  family, friends, and community.”  Within the grooves of
its 10 tracks, Kyshona blends roots, rock, R&B, and folk with

lyrical prowess to uplift the marginalized and bring aware-
ness to the masses. It's for every silent scream, every
heavy load, fearful thought, and a simmering sense of
anger that the repressed, the lost, and the forgotten try
to hide from the world. 

Audiences will find a common thread of  empower-
ment, overcoming adversity, and finding hope in her
work. The show doesn’t end when the last song is sung. 

After her powerful
performances, concertgoers
often ask, “What can I do?” 

Her response? “Listen.”

Teaching Artists
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Nickie Conley
Vocalist, Songwriter, Performer, Teaching Artist
Nickie  Conley is an experienced and incredibly gifted vocalist, songwriter,  and performer based in
Nashville. With over 35 years of  experience in  the music industry, she is an established mainstay of  the
city's vibrant  music scene. As a proud member of  the LGBTQ community, Nickie is an  advocate for
equality, including women’s rights, animal rights,  LGBTQIA+, and BIPOC issues. She has dedicated
her career to supporting  artists as a background vocalist and toured with the legendary Donna  Summer
for four years.

Nickie's vocal talents have been featured on a diverse range of  film and TV soundtracks, including Green-
leaf, Nashville, and Evan Almighty. In addition to her work as a background vocalist, Nickie is an artist
in her own right. Her music blends jazz, rock, folk, and R&B elements,  and is infused with themes of
self-acceptance, unity, and love. Drawing  on her own experiences as a Queer woman of  color from the
South and her commitment to social justice, Nickie's lyrics resonate with authenticity  and vulnerability.

“The goal of  my music is to uplift, encourage, and inspire you,” Nickie says. “To remind you that you
are capable, powerful, beautiful, and  worthy of  any and all good that comes your way. You are enough
just as  you are. It’s to help you feel seen and understood and to know that you  are not alone.”
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Shannon LaBrie
Singer, Songwriter, Teaching Artist
The  secret to Shannon LaBrie’s artistry is the seemingly effortless  blending of  impassioned vocals with
honest and insightful lyrics. 

“Raining Hallelujah” is a timely song of  resilience. Jonathan Frahm with For Folk Sake (UK) calls the
song “a reminder that kindness and healing is just around the bend.”

Written alongside Grammy award winning songwriter Tia Sillers (“I Hope You  Dance,” “Blue on Black,”
“There’s Your Trouble”), “Raining Hallelujah” offers  an optimistic long view while searching for a light
at the end of  the  tunnel.  When LaBrie sings, “Above every storm, a cloudless sky is waiting for you and
me,” a choir of  soulful singers echo her ambitious call.

Growing up on a farm in Nebraska, LaBrie attributes her passion for music to her Dad, who died when
she was just thirteen. “He taught me my first guitar chords and when he passed away, songwriting became
my way of  grieving and dealing with the pain.”

On her latest album, Building, LaBrie’s undeniable voice and musicianship have been described as
“nothing short of  breathtaking” by American Songwriter and NPR added her heroic anthem “Fire-
walker” to their Top 20 of  2020.
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I.

The Cost of Being Unwell:
Easing Financial Stress so Lawyers

Might Live Better Lives

Raymond M. White

Elizabeth Hopkins

Chris Rodriguez

Brandon A.S. Ross
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Lawyers face a series of  unique financial challenges.  They often have high debt loads from school, and
if  they are starting their own practice office space, staff  support, and books even at the most basic level
professions have done away with.  But going into court for a day to argue motions or a six-week trial re-
quires an investment and ongoing upkeep.    

Being a lawyer can come with a salary that can give rise to a certain lifestyle – whether by preference or
simply a perceived need to keep up and look the part. The type of  car one drives, the neighborhood in
which one lives, the restaurants where one dines and the clubs to which one belongs can often fall under
subtle or not so subtle scrutiny.  

Financial pressures are not new – but this generation has had to deal with unprecedented student loans
and other expenses that have caused them to defer owning a house, starting a family, and making other
basic life decisions.  Living on credit to keep up has become a way of  life for many, and lawyers are no
exception.  

Easing Financial Stress
so Lawyers Might Live Better Lives 

Raymond M. White, Executive Director of Virginia Law Foundation 
Panel Participant as Moderator

The Barns at Wolf Trap, 
setting of the Virginia Law Foundation’s 

inaugural Wellness Institute
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The pressures are great, and the sense that a lawyer has to earn a fortune simply to stay above water can
even add more pressure, especially when someone is facing wellness challenges stemming in whole or in
part from being in a job that is not right for them – or at its most extreme, working in a toxic environment,
for a person they don’t respect or care for, and/or at a job they just plain hate. 

Then there are small firm and solo practitioners that may not have a paycheck at all. Their biggest chal-
lenges are keeping the doors open and trying to support themselves, their staff, and their families or loved
ones. Sometimes this causes lawyers to take on cases in areas of  law where they are not as experienced
and, as a former solo practitioner, this additional stress is immense and can often snowball and cascade
into all different parts of  one’s life.   

The feeling of  being trapped is often unavoidable for some. For attorneys at established firms, the phrase
‘golden handcuffs’ is not new, but the handcuffs seem to get tighter with each generation when it comes
to high paying jobs. There aren’t as many as there were not that long ago. Finding one and keeping one
brings with it its own kind of  pressure.  

There are small firm and solo practitioners who do quite well and balance their lives but there are also
many who languish.  Whether a small firm lawyer by choice or by default, as with any small business
there is a lot of  pressure on the shoulders of  the key people.  

What we are here to do now, though, is to remind you what you already know – that there are many
people have perfectly wonderful lives without a top-tier salary whether within or outside of  the practice
of  law. There are many people who don’t have to live with the pressure of  being a solo practitioner or in
a small firm where every budget issue, every downturn of  the economy, every memory of  the pandemic
can be magnified in ways never imagined.    

We are pleased to share with you through, whether you are comfortable and excited about your practice
environment or if  you are looking for a change to balance your life differently, there are a variety of  fi-
nancial planning strategies and tools that are particularly well suited to attorneys and hopefully you will
find some peace of  mind as we share them.  

To that end significant time will be spent of  debt and the stress of  lawyers’ student loans while being in-
tentional about liquidity needs, required spending, discretionary spending, life decisions and establishing
an actual and psychological safety net.  Additionally, forward thinking planning, including the peace of
mind that a timely and properly targeted estate plan offers will be a tool that lawyers can rely upon for
additional financial and psychological security.  The materials that follow will be an outstanding guide
for this session and something you can have with you now and once you’ve left Wolf  Trap. 

And finally, perhaps the most comforting source of  inspiration will come from the fact that one of  our
speakers is a former attorney who has transitioned into the world of  finance and he will share how this
transition worked for him and how his life and world view have benefitted from this change.  
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Your life details: A practical guide to information 
your family will need.

The Well-Prepared
Family
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Making your wishes and  
plans known will help ease  
your family’s burden.
You know the value of managing your affairs well. That’s why you 
should take the simple steps necessary to make it easier for your 
loved ones during a difficult time.

A wide range of issues will demand attention, so fill out as much 
of this record as possible.

Your J.P. Morgan team is available to help, and your other advisors 
also should be of assistance.

We recommend that you keep this document in a secure location, 
and let your loved ones and advisors know how to find it. You may 
also want to provide copies of this document to your advisors each 
time it is updated.

Date completed (update annually)

Names of those to whom you have provided a copy
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Personal information

Name

Primary residence

Social Security number

Driver’s license number

Passport number

Date and place of birth

Country of citizenship

Military # (country and time of service)

Key contacts

SPOUSE/SIGNIFICANT OTHER

Name

Relationship

Address

Phone

Email

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

Name

Relationship

Address

Phone

Email

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

Name

Relationship

Address

Phone

Email

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

Name

Relationship

Address

Phone

Email

ESSENTIAL
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Key contacts

EXECUTOR(S)

Name

Address

Phone

Email

Name

Address

Phone

Email

BANKER

Name

Address

Phone

Email

ESTATE PLANNING LAWYER

Name

Address

Phone

Email

ACCOUNTANT

Name

Address

Phone

Email

PRIMARY PHYSICIAN

Name

Address

Phone

Email

ESSENTIAL
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Estate planning

WILL

Do you have one?      Yes      No

If yes, date it was most recently updated

Where is original located?

POWER OF ATTORNEY WITH HIPAA LANGUAGE

Do you have one?      Yes      No

If yes, date it was most recently updated

Number and location of originals

ESTATE DISPOSITION ANALYSIS

Do you have one?      Yes      No

If yes, date it was last updated

REVOCABLE TRUST

Do you have one?      Yes      No

If yes, date it was last updated

Number and location of originals

Is it funded?      Yes      No

LETTER OF WISHES

Do you have one?      Yes      No

If yes, date it was last updated

Number and location of originals

 

Arrangements

BURIAL PLOT INFORMATION

Location of deed

Is it paid for?      Yes      No

Location of information

Have perpetual care arrangements been made?      Yes      No

Location of information

Cremation container?      Yes      No

FUNERAL HOME

Name of facility

Address of facility

Person to contact

Contact information

ESSENTIAL
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Your family tree

YOU SPOUSE/SIGNIFICANT OTHER

GRANDPARENTS GRANDPARENTS

PARENTS PARENTS

CHILDREN (AND THEIR SPOUSES)

GRANDCHILDREN (AND THEIR SPOUSES)

OTHER

ESSENTIAL
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Financial records

Credit cards

TYPE LOCATION CONTACTS

Individual Income Tax Returns

Gift Tax Returns

Life Insurance Policies

Long-Term Care Policies

Health Insurance Policies

LOCATION KEY OR COMBINATION
INFORMATION CONTENTS

Safe Deposit Box

Safe Deposit Box

CARD ACCOUNT NUMBER PRIMARY CARD OWNER PHONE NUMBER AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS
SET UP FOR:

ESSENTIAL
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Assets  If you need extra room, please use the blank pages at the end of this booklet.

LIQUID FINANCIAL ASSETS (e.g., cash, stocks, bonds, alternative investments)

Type of asset Financial institution

Account number Type of ownership

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

Type of asset Financial institution

Account number Type of ownership

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

Type of asset Financial institution

Account number Type of ownership

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

PRIVATE INVESTMENTS (e.g., limited or general partnerships, interests in limited liability companies, direct investments)

Name Description of entity

Ownership Management

Personal banker name Phone Email

Where governing documents can be located

Name Description of entity

Ownership Management

Personal banker name Phone Email

Where governing documents can be located

ESSENTIAL
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Assets  If you need extra room, please use the blank pages at the end of this booklet.

RETIREMENT ASSETS (e.g., pensions, deferred compensation plans, group life insurance policies, 401(k) account, IRAs, company stock, options)

Type of asset Company

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

Type of asset Company

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

Type of asset Company

Contact name Phone Email

Online account user ID Password

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Address

Description of ownership

Description of management

Type of ownership

Insurance agent name

Phone Email

Address

Description of ownership

Description of management

Type of ownership

Insurance agent name

Phone Email

ESSENTIAL
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RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

Address

Location of deeds

Mortgage information

Caretaker information

Alarm code

Who has keys?

Insurance agent name

Phone Email

Address

Location of deeds

Mortgage information

Caretaker information

Alarm code

Who has keys?

Insurance agent name

Phone Email

PERSONAL ASSETS (e.g., cars, art or other collectibles, aircraft, boats)

Type of asset Location

Insured? If so, insurer name Phone Email

Appraised? If so, appraiser name Phone Email

Other key contacts Safe combination? 

Type of asset Location

Insured? If so, insurer name Phone Email

Appraised? If so, appraiser name Phone Email

Other key contacts Safe combination? 

Type of asset Location

Insured? If so, insurer name Phone Email

Appraised? If so, appraiser name Phone Email

Other key contacts Safe combination?

ESSENTIAL
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Notifications  If you need extra room, please use the blank pages at the end of this booklet 

Call List: Family/Friends/Professional Advisors/Business Contacts

NAME PHONE EMAIL NOTES

Communications 
Identify Person(s) to Handle:

Calls coming to home

Mobile phone

Donation requests

Reply cards

House visitors

Obituary 

Have you prepared an obituary and chosen a picture?      Yes      No

Should the obituary name organizations for charitable donations  
(in lieu of flowers)?      Yes      No

If yes:

Name(s) of organization(s)

Contact information

Person(s) to contact

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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WRITTEN ANNOUNCEMENTS

Media Outlet

Organization Contact name & phone

Instructions 

Person handling Writer

Media Outlet

Organization Contact name & phone

Instructions 

Person handling Writer

Media Outlet

Organization Contact name & phone

Instructions 

Person handling Writer

Charity/Association/Group

Organization Contact name & phone

Instructions 

Person handling Writer

Charity/Association/Group

Organization Contact name & phone

Instructions 

Person handling Writer

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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Arrangements  If you need extra room, please use the blank pages at the end of this booklet.

BURIAL OR CREMATION

If Burial:

Casket preference  Metal  Wood

Other specifications:

Burial container?  Yes  No

Grave or mausoleum?       Yes  No

If Cremation:

Urn preferences

Urn engraving?  Yes  No

Cremation jewelry?  Yes  No

Candlelight ceremony?  Yes  No

Do You Want:

Rosary?  Yes  No

Wake/Viewing?  Yes  No

Live broadcast for those who cannot make the trip? 
  Yes  No

Prayer cards?  Yes   No

Verse for card

Location of Funeral:

Place

Address

Contact

Phone

Clothing Specifications (if burial):

Police Escort and Security?  Yes  No

If yes, details and contact information

 
HEADSTONE DETAILS

Name as it should appear

Is there a message?  Yes  No

If yes, how should message read?

Is there an image?  Yes  No

If yes, specify

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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FUNERAL/BURIAL

Cemetery contact

Officiant

Eulogists

Pallbearers

Flowers

Program

Music for service

Ushers for service

Person(s) handling guest book

Family transportation information

Person to invite those attending burial

Graveside officiant (if different)

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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EMAIL ACCOUNTS/WEBSITE/ 
DIGITAL SERVICE/SOCIAL MEDIA YOUR USER ID YOUR PASSWORD EXECUTE RELEASE 

FORM?

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

 Yes      No

Post-funeral gathering

Location

Person(s) handling invitations

General instructions

Personal and professional affairs

Mobile phone provider

Password

Execute release form?      Yes      No

MEMBERSHIPS

Club/Gym/Group names Membership number (if applicable)

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING HOUSEHOLD/BUSINESS EMPLOYEES

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

Employee’s name/position

Contact information

Continued employment?

Severance amount?

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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Additional information

 SUPPLEMENTAL
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Important  
information
Key Risks
This material is for informational purposes only, and may inform 
you of certain products and services offered by J.P. Morgan’s 
wealth management businesses, part of JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
(“JPM”). Products and services described, as well as associated 
fees, charges and interest rates, are subject to change in 
accordance with the applicable account agreements and may differ 
among geographic locations. Not all products and services are 
offered at all locations. J.P. Morgan is committed to making our 
products and services accessible to meet the financial services 
needs of all our clients. If you are a person with a disability and 
need additional support, please contact your J.P. Morgan team or 
email us at accessibility.support@jpmorgan.com for assistance. 
Please read all Important Information.

General Risks & Considerations
Any views, strategies or products discussed in this material may 
not be appropriate for all individuals and are subject to risks. 
Investors may get back less than they invested, and past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Asset 
allocation/diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect 
against loss. Nothing in this material should be relied upon in 
isolation for the purpose of making an investment decision. You 
are urged to consider carefully whether the services, products, 
asset classes (e.g., equities, fixed income, alternative investments, 
commodities, etc.) or strategies discussed are suitable to your 
needs. You must also consider the objectives, risks, charges 
and expenses associated with an investment service, product or 
strategy prior to making an investment decision. For this and more 
complete information, including discussion of your goals/situation, 
contact your J.P. Morgan team.

Non-Reliance
Certain information contained in this material is believed to be 
reliable; however, JPM does not represent or warrant its accuracy, 
reliability or completeness, or accept any liability for any loss 
or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the use of 
all or any part of this material. No representation or warranty 
should be made with regard to any computations, graphs, tables, 

diagrams or commentary in this material, which are provided for 
illustration/reference purposes only. The views, opinions, estimates 
and strategies expressed in this material constitute our judgment 
based on current market conditions and are subject to change 
without notice. JPM assumes no duty to update any information in 
this material in the event that such information changes. Views, 
opinions, estimates and strategies expressed herein may differ 
from those expressed by other areas of JPM, views expressed for 
other purposes or in other contexts, and this material should not 
be regarded as a research report. Any projected results and risks 
are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual results 
and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Forward-
looking statements should not be considered as guarantees or 
predictions of future events.

Nothing in this document shall be construed as giving rise to any 
duty of care owed to, or advisory relationship with, you or any 
third party. Nothing in this document shall be regarded as an 
offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice (whether financial, 
accounting, legal, tax or other) given by J.P. Morgan and/or 
its officers or employees, irrespective of whether or not such 
communication was given at your request. J.P. Morgan and its 
affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting 
advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting 
advisors before engaging in any financial transactions.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR INVESTMENTS  
AND POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Conflicts of interest will arise whenever JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 
or any of its affiliates (together, “J.P. Morgan”) have an actual or 
perceived economic or other incentive in its management of our 
clients’ portfolios to act in a way that benefits J.P. Morgan. Conflicts 
will result, for example (to the extent the following activities are 
permitted in your account): (1) when J.P. Morgan invests in an 
investment product, such as a mutual fund, structured product, 
separately managed account or hedge fund issued or managed 
by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or an affiliate, such as J.P. Morgan 
Investment Management Inc.; (2) when a J.P. Morgan entity 
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obtains services, including trade execution and trade clearing, 
from an affiliate; (3) when J.P. Morgan receives payment as a 
result of purchasing an investment product for a client’s account; 
or (4) when J.P. Morgan receives payment for providing services 
(including shareholder servicing, recordkeeping or custody) with 
respect to investment products purchased for a client’s portfolio. 
Other conflicts will result because of relationships that J.P. Morgan 
has with other clients or when J.P. Morgan acts for its own account.

Investment strategies are selected from both J.P. Morgan and 
third-party asset managers and are subject to a review process 
by our manager research teams. From this pool of strategies, our 
portfolio construction teams select those strategies we believe fit 
our asset allocation goals and forward-looking views in order to 
meet the portfolio’s investment objective.

As a general matter, we prefer J.P. Morgan managed strategies. 
We expect the proportion of J.P. Morgan managed strategies 
will be high (in fact, up to 100 percent) in strategies such as, for 
example, cash and high-quality fixed income, subject to applicable 
law and any account-specific considerations.

While our internally managed strategies generally align well with 
our forward-looking views, and we are familiar with the investment 
processes as well as the risk and compliance philosophy of the 
firm, it is important to note that J.P. Morgan receives more overall 
fees when internally managed strategies are included. We offer 
the option of choosing to exclude J.P. Morgan managed strategies 
(other than cash and liquidity products) in certain portfolios.

The Six Circles Funds are U.S.-registered mutual funds managed by 
J.P. Morgan and sub-advised by third parties. Although considered 
internally managed strategies, JPMC does not retain a fee for fund 
management or other fund services.

Legal Entity, Brand & Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts and related services, 
such as checking, savings and bank lending, are offered by 
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively 
“JPMCB”) offer investment products, which may include bank-
managed investment accounts and custody, as part of its trust and 
fiduciary services. Other investment products and services, such as 
brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan 
Securities LLC (“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. JPMCB and 
JPMS are affiliated companies under the common control of JPM. 
Products not available in all states.

In Germany, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan SE, with its 
registered office at Taunustor 1 (TaunusTurm), 60310 Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany, authorized by the Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by 
the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) 
and the European Central Bank (ECB). In Luxembourg, this 
material is issued by J.P. Morgan SE, Luxembourg Branch, with 
registered office at European Bank and Business Centre, 6 route 
de Treves, L-2633, Senningerberg, Luxembourg, authorized by the 
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly 
supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche 
Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan 
SE, Luxembourg Branch is also supervised by the Commission de 
Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF); registered under R.C.S 
Luxembourg B255938. In the United Kingdom, this material is 
issued by J.P. Morgan SE, London Branch, registered office at 
25 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP, authorized by the 
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly 
supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche 
Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan 
SE, London Branch is also supervised by the Financial Conduct 
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. In Spain, 
this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE, Sucursal en 
España, with registered office at Paseo de la Castellana, 31, 
28046 Madrid, Spain, authorized by the Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by 
the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) 
and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE, Sucursal 
en España is also supervised by the Spanish Securities Market 
Commission (CNMV); registered with Bank of Spain as a branch 
of J.P. Morgan SE under code 1567. In Italy, this material is 
distributed by J.P. Morgan SE, Milan Branch, with its registered 
office at Via Cordusio, n.3, Milan 20123, Italy, authorized by 
the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) 
and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank 
(Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB); 
J.P. Morgan SE, Milan Branch is also supervised by Bank of 
Italy and the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa 
(CONSOB); registered with Bank of Italy as a branch of J.P. Morgan 
SE under code 8076; Milan Chamber of Commerce Registered 
Number: REA MI 2536325. In the Netherlands, this material 
is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE, Amsterdam Branch, with 
registered office at World Trade Centre, Tower B, Strawinskylaan 
1135, 1077 XX, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, authorized by 
the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) 
and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank 
(Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB); 
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J.P. Morgan SE, Amsterdam Branch is also supervised by 
De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) and the Autoriteit Financiële 
Markten (AFM) in the Netherlands. Registered with the 
Kamer van Koophandel as a branch of J.P. Morgan SE under 
registration number 72610220. In Denmark, this material is 
distributed by J.P. Morgan SE, Copenhagen Branch, filial af 
J.P. Morgan SE, Tyskland, with registered office at Kalvebod 
Brygge 39-41, 1560 København V, Denmark, authorized by the 
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly 
supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche 
Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan 
SE, Copenhagen Branch, filial af J.P. Morgan SE, Tyskland is also 
supervised by Finanstilsynet (Danish FSA) and is registered 
with Finanstilsynet as a branch of J.P. Morgan SE under code 
29010. In Sweden, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan 
SE, Stockholm Bankfilial, with registered office at Hamngatan 
15, Stockholm, 11147, Sweden, authorized by the Bundesanstalt 
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised 
by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) 
and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE, Stockholm 
Bankfilial is also supervised by Finansinspektionen (Swedish FSA); 
registered with Finansinspektionen as a branch of J.P. Morgan 
SE. In France, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Paris 
branch, which is regulated by the French banking authorities 
Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and Autorité 
des Marchés Financiers. In Switzerland, this material is 
distributed by J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, with registered address 
at rue de la Confédération, 8, 1211, Geneva, Switzerland, which 
is authorized and supervised by the Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority (FINMA), as a bank and a securities 
dealer in Switzerland. Please consult the following link to obtain 
information regarding J.P. Morgan’s EMEA data protection policy:  
https://www.jpmorgan.com/privacy.

This communication is an advertisement for the purposes of the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MIFID II) and the Swiss 
Financial Services Act (FINSA). Investors should not subscribe 
for or purchase any financial instruments referred to in this 
advertisement except on the basis of information contained in 
any applicable legal documentation, which is or shall be made 
available in the relevant jurisdictions (as required).

In Hong Kong, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Hong Kong 
branch. JPMCB, Hong Kong branch is regulated by the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority and the Securities and Futures Commission 
of Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, we will cease to use your personal 
data for our marketing purposes without charge if you so request. 
In Singapore, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Singapore 

branch. JPMCB, Singapore branch is regulated by the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore. Dealing and advisory services and 
discretionary investment management services are provided 
to you by JPMCB, Hong Kong/Singapore branch (as notified to 
you). Banking and custody services are provided to you by JPMCB 
Singapore Branch. The contents of this document have not been 
reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong, Singapore 
or any other jurisdictions. You are advised to exercise caution in 
relation to this document. If you are in any doubt about any of 
the contents of this document, you should obtain independent 
professional advice. For materials which constitute product 
advertisement under the Securities and Futures Act and the 
Financial Advisers Act, this advertisement has not been reviewed 
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. JPMorgan Chase Bank, 
N.A. is a national banking association chartered under the laws 
of the United States, and as a body corporate, its shareholder’s 
liability is limited.

With respect to countries in Latin America, the distribution of this 
material may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. We may offer 
and/or sell to you securities or other financial instruments which 
may not be registered under, and are not the subject of a public 
offering under, the securities or other financial regulatory laws 
of your home country. Such securities or instruments are offered 
and/or sold to you on a private basis only. Any communication 
by us to you regarding such securities or instruments, including 
without limitation the delivery of a prospectus, term sheet or 
other offering document, is not intended by us as an offer to sell 
or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or instruments in 
any jurisdiction in which such an offer or a solicitation is unlawful. 
Furthermore, such securities or instruments may be subject to 
certain regulatory and/or contractual restrictions on subsequent 
transfer by you, and you are solely responsible for ascertaining 
and complying with such restrictions. To the extent this content 
makes reference to a fund, the Fund may not be publicly offered in 
any Latin American country, without previous registration of such 
fund’s securities in compliance with the laws of the corresponding 
jurisdiction. Public offering of any security, including the shares 
of the Fund, without previous registration at Brazilian Securities 
and Exchange Commission—CVM is completely prohibited. Some 
products or services contained in the materials might not be 
currently provided by the Brazilian and Mexican platforms.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (JPMCBNA) (ABN 43 074 112 011/AFS 
Licence No: 238367) is regulated by the Australian Securities and 
Investment Commission and the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority. Material provided by JPMCBNA in Australia is to 
“wholesale clients” only. For the purposes of this paragraph the 
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term “wholesale client” has the meaning given in section 761G of 
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Please inform us if you are not a 
Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a Wholesale Client at 
any time in the future.

JPMS is a registered foreign company (overseas) (ARBN 
109293610) incorporated in Delaware, U.S.A. Under Australian 
financial services licensing requirements, carrying on a financial 
services business in Australia requires a financial service provider, 
such as J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (JPMS), to hold an Australian 
Financial Services Licence (AFSL), unless an exemption applies. 
JPMS is exempt from the requirement to hold an AFSL under 
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act) in respect of financial 
services it provides to you, and is regulated by the SEC, FINRA 
and CFTC under U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. 
Material provided by JPMS in Australia is to “wholesale clients” 
only. The information provided in this material is not intended to 
be, and must not be, distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, 
to any other class of persons in Australia. For the purposes of this 
paragraph the term “wholesale client” has the meaning given in 
section 761G of the Act. Please inform us immediately if you are 
not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a Wholesale Client 
at any time in the future.

This material has not been prepared specifically for Australian 
investors. It:

• May contain references to dollar amounts which are not 
Australian dollars;

• May contain financial information which is not prepared in 
accordance with Australian law or practices;

• May not address risks associated with investment in foreign 
currency denominated investments; and

• Does not address Australian tax issues.

References to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPM, its subsidiaries and 
affiliates worldwide. “J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is the brand 
name for the private banking business conducted by JPM. This 
material is intended for your personal use and should not be 
circulated to or used by any other person, or duplicated for 
non-personal use, without our permission. If you have any 
questions or no longer wish to receive these communications, 
please contact your J.P. Morgan team.
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LIFE EVENTS CHECKLIST SERIES: PLANNING A FAMILY MEETING

Your guide to successful 
family meetings
Family meetings are a wonderful way to foster communication and advance collective goals. 
With careful planning, these sessions also can become a meaningful complement to a family 
holiday gathering or celebration. 

Consider these best practices to make your meetings more productive—and to help avoid 
emotional pitfalls that sometimes get in the way:

Before the meeting

 Create an agenda and identify attendees 
Think through your agenda in advance of the meeting to 
help determine who should attend. For example, if you plan 
to include topics of interest to all family members (e.g., 
cybersecurity), you may also want to invite family members’ 
spouses and children. Conversely, if you plan to focus solely 
on business, investment and/or philanthropic strategies, your 
invite list may be smaller. After you’ve identified attendees, 
it may be helpful to survey the group anonymously to 
understand what questions are top of mind in order to tailor 
the agenda accordingly.

 Set expectations 
Help family members understand what you hope to 
accomplish by bringing them together. It’s also important to 
cover logistics for the meeting, such as how much time will 
be involved, who will be invited, expectations of involvement, 
who will cover travel costs, etc. 

 Share the agenda in advance
Alert family members as to what a given meeting will cover to 
help them arrive ready to participate, including any materials 
that need to be reviewed in advance. Many families use these 
sessions to: 
• Provide important updates about the health and well-being 

of family members
• Celebrate important milestones 
• Report on the status of family assets
• Educate (younger) family members—for example, on financial 

and investment principles, cybersecurity practices, basic 
estate planning techniques

• Discuss the future direction of family assets, philanthropic 
commitments, investments or banking activities 

 Consider a facilitator and/or guest speaker(s)
To navigate a discussion on certain topics, a non-family 
member may moderate the meeting and assist with any 
needed mediation, keep the meeting on track and allow 
everyone to be heard. Including guest speakers also helps to 
bring in outside perspectives.

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: • NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.  
OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES • SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED
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At the meeting

 Announce the ground rules at the outset
Set simple ground rules to keep the meeting on track. For 
example, you might ask participants not to use their cell 
phones during the meeting; to listen respectfully to each other 
and to avoid interruptions and personal attacks. It can also be 
helpful to clarify which subjects will be addressed during the 
session and which, if any, will not be covered (e.g., political 
views). You might also ask for the group’s commitment to end 
the meeting on time.

 Encourage participation 
Create a welcoming environment in which everyone recognizes 
they have a stake in the proceedings:
• Ahead of time, ask others to lead certain conversations 

or topics
• Actively support everyone’s right to be heard—Getting 

even a small contribution from every participant will help 
foster a sense of community and help win commitments to 
whatever plans emerge. Having a moderator who can call 
upon family members who might not be as forthcoming 
in sharing opinions or views, or having small breakout 
sessions and then sharing as a larger group can be a way 
to support this in larger families 

• Invite each person (whether young or old; financially savvy 
or uninformed) to take part in the discussion and/or ask 
questions

 Sidestep conflicts
This is especially important in families whose members are 
known to hold divergent views:  
• Pick topics carefully—It may not be worth trying to discuss 

issues the family is unlikely to agree on. (Note: A family 
meeting is unlikely to change anyone’s personal views or 
opinions)

• Emphasize shared values and principles—Acknowledge 
what the family has in common to help guide the 
conversation 

• Agree to disagree—Removing the urge to complete a 
debate can help participants move on to other topics

 Focus on building trust
It’s great to build consensus, but it’s equally important to 
instill faith in family leaders as well as in the stewardship 
process itself. Keep in mind that trust is built on having 
others’ best interests at heart, honesty and transparency, 
and competence.

Prepare for the next meeting

 Sustain momentum
Determining next steps can be almost as important as the 
meeting itself: 
• Designate a note taker to capture important details; share 

the written notes and any plans that were made to avoid 
misunderstandings

• Agree on next steps, and assign an “owner” to each to 
ensure accountability

• Break follow-up commitments into manageable pieces to 
avoid overwhelming individual participants

• Schedule your next meeting prior to adjourning, and 
provide a timeframe/key dates so family members can plan 
their next contributions 

• Check in with family members to obtain candid feedback 
on what could make the meeting more effective going 
forward

• Consider polling family members in advance for topics 
they want to see addressed in the future to optimize family 
engagement

• End the meeting with a fun activity or informal meal. Most 
successful family meetings include an opportunity for 
members to bond in a relaxed setting
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We can help
J.P. Morgan has helped countless families cultivate shared values and reach 
important goals through productive family conversations. Speak to your 
J.P. Morgan team about how to help your family members enhance their 
communication skills and work better together in the years ahead.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

J.P. Morgan and its affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before engaging in any 
financial transactions. J.P. Morgan is committed to making our products and services accessible to meet the financial services needs of all our clients. If you are a person with a 
disability and need additional support, please contact your J.P. Morgan team or email us at accessibility.support@jpmorgan.com for assistance. This material is for informational 
purposes only, and may inform you of certain products and services offered by J.P. Morgan’s wealth management businesses, part of JPMorgan Chase & Co. (“JPM”).

Legal Entity, Brand & Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts and related services, such as checking, savings and bank lending, are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment products, which may include bank-managed investment accounts and custody, as 
part of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment products and services, such as brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities LLC 
(“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. JPMCB and JPMS are affiliated companies under the common control of JPM. Products not available in all states.

References to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPM, its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide. “J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is the brand name for the private banking business conducted by JPM.

This material is intended for your personal use and should not be circulated to or used by any other person, or duplicated for non-personal use, without our permission. 
If you have any questions or no longer wish to receive these communications, please contact your J.P. Morgan team.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC 
Not a commitment to lend. All extensions of credit are subject to credit 
approval.
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Navigating the Stress
of Running a Small Law
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A Solo-Practitioner’s Toolbox: Healthy
Habits to Build a Successful Legal Practice  

Hetal Challa
Wellness Coordinator, Supreme Court of Virginia
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Representing Clients
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Stress and the Practice of Law: 
The Power to Make a Change

Raymond M.  White
V.I.S.T.A Volunteer, Lawyer, Editor, Publisher, Businessperson, 

and Executive Director of Virginia Law Foundation

Does any of  this sound familiar? 

I have nightmares about letting statutes of  limitations run.  
My loved ones say they don’t see me enough.  
My firm says they don’t see me enough.  
I’m not billing enough hours.   
I have so many bills to pay I can’t even remember the due dates anymore.  
My student loans are endless.  
Will I ever be able to buy a house? Have a family?  
I worry for my clients.  
I worry about my clients suing me.  
Do I try to act confident when I don’t feel competent?  
I’ll never get all my work done.  
I feel like the ship is sinking.  
I don’t need to drink.  
I’m not who I used to be.  
I’m not sure who I am anymore. What has happened to me?  
I want my life back.   
I can fix this myself. I’ll be fine.  
Okay, I may need some help with this. I’ll think about it tomorrow.   

If  any of  this sounds familiar you’re in the right place; welcome to the Virginia Law Foundation’s inau-
gural Wellness Institute where in the words of  Billy Joel, “tomorrow is today.”    

While none of  us can walk in each other’s shoes entirely, this is a place where people who have lived lives
that perhaps rhymed with yours are here to share what helped them – and what didn’t.  That includes
me, as over the course of  my career as a lawyer, that started in 1981, the days before copying machines,
word processing, and pretty much before electricity, many of  these thoughts ran through my head and
those of  my friends and colleagues.   
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To be perfectly candid, some friends made it; others tragically did not.  But we’re all a work in progress
where the solution is more in reach than you may think.  And if  now, if  here, if  today, you’re open to re-
viewing and perhaps reevaluating your priorities and direction, wellness will never be out of  reach.   

This review and reevaluation involve drawing out from our systems as much stress as possible as if  it
were venom from a snakebite.   It starts with looking in the mirror and seeing if  you recognize who’s
looking back.  Think of  you from an earlier time; an easier time; a time when perhaps you had less money
but perhaps fewer worries.  If  you don’t recognize that person in the mirror then let’s get to work.  

Maybe it’s time for a more wholistic change.  Maybe you need to change what you’re doing every day.
Or maybe you just need to change how you do it. Or where you do it.   

During this reevaluation we’ll help you make sure you have a plan to be on sound financial ground, can
recalibrate to a work/life balance that will help you feel more complete, and recognize the comfort that
comes from losing yourself  in a creative process, especially as it relates to the healing powers of  writing
and music.   

We’ll take a long look at what it will take for you to make a fresh start; one that frees you from precon-
ceived notions of  how you need to spend your days (especially since they may not even be your idea of
how to spend your days).      

Even with all our differences, we’ve all ended up in the same place at the same time for the same reason.
I’ve charted my journey below with the hope it will perhaps help to see the roads I traveled to get here.
There were a lot of  them.  Some roads I had to travel twice.  That’s okay.  The evacuation route is not
always clearly marked.  During that process I had to learn to forgive myself  for every wrong turn; the
roads to better journey are rarely in a straight line.   

But every road brings with it a lesson all its own, and I’ll share the ones I’ve learned.  Hopefully these les-
sons shared will bring some comfort and clarity to you so can chart your journey as it has led to the choice
of  roads before you.   

It’s easy to take the interstate.  Especially if  you’re already on it. It’s fast and predictable.  A lot of  people
take them even though there are few places to see or get off.  Most all look the same.  They are a look in
and of  themselves – and if  that’s all we knew of  life it would seem drab and depressing.    

Another option, one that takes a little more work and planning, are Robert Frost’s roads less traveled.  As
William Least Heat Moon called them, the blue highways.  In a simpler time they were the roads more
traveled but somehow simpler times often give way to expedience.  Speed.  The need to go further, faster.
These roads pass through towns you’ll never see from the interstate.  Places where people live, shops with
character, farms where nine to five means five to nine.  Parades, restaurants, diners, and coffee shops
that aren’t chains, soccer fields and town squares.   Blue highways take us places we’d never see from the
interstate.  A speedy BMW doesn’t do as much good on these roads.  There are often speed traps but
sometimes the message of  a speed trap is a good one – slow down and look around before it’s too late.  
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Above all what I want you to feel in your heart and in your mind as you leave Wolf  Trap on Saturday is
that the next road you choose is up to you. It may even be your road home.       

A Case Study –ME

When I started law school in 1977, I had no idea what it meant to be a lawyer. What it involved.  The
satisfaction that comes from doing important work, or the many stresses that can easily overwhelm that
sense of  satisfaction.  

But as I progressed through school and failed to heed the lessons of  The Paper Chase (after all I was not
nearly smart enough to go to Harvard law school so that’s not me) I felt I could best make my way as a
trial lawyer.  The closest I got to law prior to school was lawyer shows on TV and trials were the bright
shiny object.  That would be me.  

Unfortunately, the data was not as developed then as it is now regarding the strain the legal profession
places on lawyers – not just the ones who attended Harvard.  

I had no way of  knowing trial lawyers were far more likely to abuse alcohol or drugs, have serious bouts
of  anxiety and depression, and were 22 more times likely to contemplate taking their own lives than peo-
ple outside law practice. The only way I learned that was by seeing friends and colleagues tragically fall
into the desperate depths of  despair that law practice can and did bring.  

I was told that the best way to get experience as a trial lawyer was as a prosecutor.  Trials came quickly
and no clients will suffer due to my inexperience (only the safety of  the public at large, apparently).  So,
after a stint of  giving back as a VISTA volunteer, the next stage of  my legal career was as a prosecutor.
Assigned to the grand jury division, then the felony trial division, and finally the major crimes division,
from day one I was handling serious matters. High stakes work, but no clients per se – other than the
people of  the state, but they never showed up to sit beside me.  I had a team of  investigators and multiple
police forces to help with subpoenas and investigations and witness statements.  All I had to do was know
my case, hone my trial skills, and seek fair and just adjudications whether via plea or jury verdict.   

Then came a time when I was invited to join a prominent firm and without doing any due diligence, I
proudly accepted.  I felt it was time.  I had learned trial work and didn’t think I could be a prosecutor
forever.   

So now it was time to add civil work to criminal work.  I had no idea what was to come.  First there were
clients. I did not at all understand that dynamic.  I watched defense attorneys sit with clients, counsel
clients, try cases with clients right next to them – some with files twice as thick as theirs.  I saw it but I did
not understand.  

And then there was the work – I could do a criminal trial in my sleep (some would probably say I did)
but civil cases? What were they? Matrimonial? Personal Injury? Employment discrimination?  These
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were real live people coming to see me with real problems that they were hoping I could help solve.  

I had to play a lot of  catch up with the written rules for these practice areas and had no idea that there
even were unwritten rules.  At my first deposition opposing counsel asked, ‘the usual stipulations?’.  I
said yes if  they were usual then everyone must do them, right? The only problem was that I had to figure
out what they were.  And being what some would consider an experienced, dare I say elite young trial
lawyer, I felt I should know everything one needed to know coming into the firm – there was no Google,
no internet, no place to hide. I had to figure out how to learn what I needed to know without looking
stupid.  I was hired for my experience after all.  

The stress of  having to counsel clients in areas of  law I was just learning was daunting.  Dealing with
client expectations – some I dare say were a tad unrealistic – was another challenge of  epic proportions.
The extra time I had to put in was not doing a lot for my blood pressure or my family and my interest in
developing cases as opposed to ‘moving them’ was not doing much for my relationship with my firm.
The stress was palpable – it made the Kingsfield-like colloquy of  law school feel like a Fourth of  July
picnic and led me to realize that it would take at least 10 years of  practice before I would consider hiring
myself  as a lawyer – so what was I doing representing other people?   

Part of  this struggle went back to my reasons for going to law school. I had none.  At least no good ones.
I wasn’t ready to go out into the ‘real world’ just yet, and I learned one could apply to law school with
any sort of  college major (mine was religion so biomedical engineering grad school seemed out of  the
question) so one LSAT later and I was enrolled.   

Now not to seem totally lax about this decision, I loved the ideal that lawyers represented.  Fighting the
good fight for deserving clients and helping justice to prevail on a micro and macro level.  But the cross-
roads between naïve and idealistic is a dangerous one and if  there was a flashing red light I must have
driven right through it.  I had no lawyers in my family – ever.  And I was not an argumentative kid so no
one in my family ever looked at me and said the classic ‘you’re such a pain in the butt you’ll make a great
lawyer’.  But off  I went to my local law school and here I am today.  

Now a lot happened during that nearly 45-year gap between ‘off  to law school’ and ‘here I am today’
and what follows will be relevant if  you’re looking to find the same sort of  wellness I needed during my
circuitous journey.  

What you will see is that the road to happiness – yes, that really is the place I ended up – is not necessarily
a straight line (unless you define a straight line as a circle) and often requires us to figure out what it
means to be happy.  Sometimes that doesn’t happen until we’re already on the road.  Sometimes the road
to happiness starts with a process of  elimination – what don’t we like. Where don’t we want to go. After
eliminating the negative we can appreciate what still stands before us a lot better.  

So, with that said, and as I mentioned, we all have our own journey filled with miles of  wrong turns that
hopefully can lead to right turns – but worry not the value of  the wrong turns is that they got us on the
right roads – roads we may not have recognized or appreciated - in the end.  So, with that in mind, here
are the roads I’ve traveled to get where I am.  
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VISTA Volunteer, Broome Legal Assistance Corporation, Binghamton, NY [It was important for me to
give back. I had no other responsibilities. This was important and special work. To this day probably the
most rewarding work I have done as a lawyer. The salary - $80 per week plus food stamps] 

Albany County District Attorney’s Office, Albany NY [It was time to get off  food stamps – part of  the
compensation from VISTA – for a salary, to be surrounded by good and caring people in a great place
to learn trial skills and the law/procedures/written rules and unwritten rules.  Our first jobs are often
the ones with the biggest impact. Here my boss shared words of  wisdom I’ll never forget – ‘law is a tough
way to make a good living’.  As much as I knew he was right it was hard for me to grasp exactly how
right he was at the time. It’s something I grasp all too well now.] 

Fancy Law Firm, FELA, Matrimonial, and Criminal Defense, Albany, NY [Wow, so this is how the other
half  lived.  Beautiful offices, great view of  the Hudson River, money thrown at me.  Little did I know if
I stayed there long enough I could have beaten John Grisham to write The Firm.  To call this place a law
firm with questionable ethics would be like calling five alarm chili a little hot.   And the clients – I had
never dealt with clients.  That was hard enough.  But some clients had ethics every bit as questionable as
the firm. And often unreasonable expectations fueled by the firm to get their business, and before they
were pawned off  on me. The thought immediately ran through my mind – can I quit while applying for
my first mortgage? I’d have no income… Then came my great awakening … was there really a choice?
I was so proud when I answered ‘no’… but now what?  One day soon after this revelation I was asked
(told) to do things I had only heard about from others – things that were just plain wrong. I refused. I was
told if  I refused I would have no future with the firm. I told them they were right and walked out the
door.  Long story short – they were investigated and closed by the bar association within two years.  Forty
years later I’m still going. I just knew I was going somewhere else. I didn’t burn any bridges – always a
good idea – and the DA’s office had an opening. They took me back. I was making enough to still qualify
for my mortgage – back in the days of  17% mortgages, how lucky was I?] 

Albany County District Attorney’s Office and Faculty NYS Basic Prosecutor Training Program, Albany,
NY [safe harbor, don’t burn bridges; the first time around I listened, this time around I taught. During
this time a friend called me in the middle of  the night amid a breakdown, checking himself  into rehab.
Five kids. He was 35 years old.  A seemingly perfect home and life in a perfect neighborhood. He was
crying. He asked if  I could buy him some clothes and take them to an address which was an unmarked
building. It was late and I couldn’t believe what was happening. I still did not know the full depths of  un-
wellness lawyers could feel. I found a K-Mart that was open all night and found some clothes and brought
them. He said, “the practice of  law is different now. Be careful with your life”. That was 1986. Technology
was starting to drive things faster in the practice of  law and life.  Drugs were becoming more mainstream.
I can’t say there was a correlation. I can’t say there wasn’t.] 

Gritty Small Town, Small Firm, whatever walked in the door, Cohoes, NY [It was time to try private
practice again. My return to the prosecutor’s office was a safe harbor and many lessons learned on both
ends of  that experience, but it was time to go.  Maybe a different environment would be right for me.
Smaller. Slower paced.  A friend of  mine had just become a judge and called me to see if  I wanted his
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old position at a four-person, small-town firm.  I thought maybe being a small-town lawyer would be
more my pace.  Sadly, at least in this case, I was wrong once again. You know what rolls downhill; I was
given cases none of  the others knew anything about or knew too much about and didn’t want to handle.
There was no one I could ask questions of, I was expected to ‘figure it all out’ and often I did – but it
took a lot of  time. It consumed me. It was neither good nor healthy. It was official, private practice – at
least working for others – was not for me.] 

Child Protective Attorney, Albany Department of  Social Services, Albany, NY [It may be hard to imagine
a world where being a child protective prosecutor was a relief  compared to private practice. But it was
for me, at least in the beginning. The hardest job I ever had, but it was at least outside the world of  private
practice. Every day a child I saw cases of  horrible abuse and chronic neglect of  children.  Case workers
were trying to save lives daily and I was the only lawyer they could turn to for advice – day or night.  I
never felt more useful. I also never felt more stressed.  For the first time I looked up the definition of
‘ulcer’ in medical encyclopedia – no internet back then; had to find the books at a friend’s med-mal firm;
suddenly for no reason and every reason I started writing therapeutically – lyrics, prose, phrases used by
clients – especially the criminal, I mean alleged criminal, clients… and most of  all escape plan. I may
have gone to law school, but Professor Kingsfield back in The Paper Chase may as well have been talking
to me when he uttered his famous “Mr. Hart, here's a dime. Call your mother and tell her there is serious
doubt about you becoming a lawyer.”] 

Law Editor and Manager, The Michie Law Publishing Company (now LexisNexis), Charlottesville, VA
[It was my birthday. May 1989. I was 34. I was in a law library in Troy, New York reading the National
Law Journal and wondering how I change things.  I skipped straight to the back where they printed the
job opportunities and there was one at the Michie Company in Charlottesville.  During my college years
I’d been to Charlottesville and much of  Virginia and loved it.  My wife was done with cold upstate New
York.  So, I photocopied the ad,, brought it home, and we decided that I’d apply.  And so, the journey
out of  law practice begins – finally I was making a proactive choice that was to help better my life and
my family.  I needed to be more present. Less stressed. More me.  A better me.  So, the search for sanity
began. Back to my favorite part of  the country, but at 75% of  my current salary even as a county gov-
ernment attorney – i.e., not a fortune. But the money didn’t matter.  Sanity did. Waking up happy did.
Going to bed Sunday night without the churning in my stomach did. Being in a beautiful and wonderful
place did. It felt great when they hired me. Like I was let out of  prison. We packed our few belongings,
I learned how to actually pronounce Michie, and two months later I was onto a new and better road. A
road I stayed on for eight years as I liked the work and the people, and I was not faced with life and death
decisions every day and night. I rose through the ranks to eventually earn three times more than I made
in any job I had as a lawyer.  But the money didn’t matter so long as I could pay the bills.  One of  the
easiest decisions I made was to forego the allure of  being a highly paid lawyer – or anything.  The money
would never be my motivating force. Life felt right.  But then came the acquisition by LexisNexis. Chaos.
Fear from those who understood what this meant (I didn’t). People getting fired. What do you mean it’s
better to get fired? What’s a severance package? I somehow was not smart enough to figure out how to
get fired. I was dumb enough to stay and absorb the work of  those who did.  The therapeutic creative
writing got serious as I learned mergers are no fun especially when you’re the little guy.] 
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Chief  Operating Officer and faculty, National Institute for Trial Advocacy, South Bend, IN and Tucson,
AZ [In 1997 NITA wanted to make a deal with LexisNexis to publish their books online. My job was to
say ‘no’.  But I must have said it nicely as they got me instead as I learned the meaning behind the phrase
‘do you know anyone who might be interested in a position with us’ when their chief  operating officer
spoke to me about hiring a replacement for him. I didn’t get fired from Lexis but going first to South
Bend, IN and ultimately to Tucson Arizona to help cure my son’s allergies seemed like the right and only
move under the circumstances.  I had taught CLE, I knew publishing, I had taken CLE, I ran divisions
at Lexis.  This felt right. And it turned out it was. So as much as we hated to leave Charlottesville under
the circumstances this was a gift horse I couldn’t look in the mouth.  I got to teach trial skills all over the
country, now.  Maybe all that time in practice wasn’t a waste.  And one of  the stops was in and around
Nashville.  I went to the Bluebird Café by myself  one night.  It felt like I was among friends I’d never
met.  I went home from Nashville and my creative side somehow shifted into a new gear.  I found myself
driving down through Indiana for weekends, with my family, commuting to Nashville to co-write and
absorb. Writing with people who were accomplished songwriters. Meeting producers who were music
and film producers including one who hired me – because I’d been a criminal lawyer - to write a movie
that involved the criminal underworld. This taught me that all the pieces of  who we are should never be
discarded as we just don’t know what the final puzzle will look like when it’s complete.  And I got to write
it with the incredible, Emmy-nominated PJ McIlvaine.  I felt the balance of  life wash over me, especially
now realizing my son had emerging disabilities.  NITA was kind enough to let us move to Tucson, AZ to
help cure his serious asthma – it did – and I realized I could commute by plane (Southwest flew $29 each
way from Tucson to Los Angeles) to work on my screenwriting in that community. I think we collected
enough frequent flyer miles to fly around the world. And somehow my son ended up on a terrorist no fly
list.  But life felt more and more balanced by the day.  There were always going to be curveballs though.
Now though, they just became easier to wait on and hit.  

Executive, LexisNexis, Los Angeles, CA [NITA was moving from inexpensive South Bend, IN to super
expensive Boulder, CO.  I had already moved to the totally comfortable – if  100-degree temps for four
months can be comfortable, it was - Tucson, my family told me we had moved enough. And that was
fine. We loved Tucson and I was able to commute by plane to Los Angeles for three days each week, so
we opted to stay in Tucson and walk back across a bridge I didn’t burn, back to LexisNexis where at least
I could say during my job interview that I wasn’t fired.  I’m not entirely sure what job they gave me, but
they covered my airfare to and from LA along with my hotels. And I’m not entirely sure my bosses knew
exactly what my job was either. Or theirs for that matter.  LexisNexis was developing a new product and
needed people with ‘connections’ to introduce it to law firms across the country.  I had connections across
the country thanks to NITA.  I knew Lexis-speak and Lexis-culture.  The only thing is the product wasn’t
finished… but after 7 months I was finished as still no product (I’m not sure it ever got launched) and
now my family wanted to go back to our extended family in New York. Oh, how things can change. But
what would I do in New York? I know, I can go back into law practice after 17 years away from it – what
could have possibly changed?]   

Child Protective Attorney, Department of  Children, Youth and Families (formerly DSS), and CLE Faculty
NYS Supreme Court Appellate Division, Albany, NY [a part-time job to pay the bills while I started my
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practice. I returned to this line of  work much more balanced and better able to put things in perspective.
It took balancing myself  with additional creative outlets and learning how to manage the stress of  this
sort of  work that came with time.  It was still demanding, and the cases were horrible, but I found how
much better law practice can be with a healthy dose of  comfort and experience.  One added stress crept
in quickly, though - I had no idea a major recession was coming between 2006 and 2008, so while this
helped a lot there were other stresses felt by me and others around me.  If  ever there was a time for bal-
ance, this was it.] 

Solo Practice, Criminal Defense, Matrimonial, and Entertainment Law, Albany, NY [Building a law firm
in a recession is a challenge. Practicing (and relearning the) law after being away from practice, and the
state, for 17 years is a really big challenge.  Representing clients, now equipped with the internet, was a
bigger challenge too.  And then there were challenges of  family, with a disabled teenage child – a challenge
all its own.  I found writing to be an oasis. I wrote every day.  From 5 am until my day job began.  Music,
screenplays, novels.  It was a joy. A balance. It was like oxygen for my brain and soul.  And how I met the
wonderful PJ McIlvaine!!! The story could have ended right there.  But beloved family members passed
on and others drifted back into worlds they built before our return, and it felt that there may still be one
more chapter left. I just didn’t know what it would be. Then there was the advertisement in search of  a
director for Virginia CLE.  I answered it not thinking it was more than a dream.  But dreams can and
do come true. As I said, we make our luck more often than not, and based on each bullet point of  my
life I had something to offer that turned out to be what the Virgnia Law Foundation was looking for.] 

Executive Director and CLE Faculty, Virgina Law Foundation, Charlottesville and Richmond, VA [Home
again. Live long enough and a life with a law degree becomes a body of  work, not just moments in time.
We make our breaks but as we gather the piece of  our lives we realize we have more and more to offer.
Perhaps more than we ever thought when we look at our journeys as I have shown you above. I had run
at CLE organization with a foundation (NITA) taught CLE on a state and national level, taken countless
CLE courses over the years, and practiced law to understand the needs of  people who will take courses
like this and all of  those offered at Virginia CLE ®.  That enabled me to help the VLF board decide that
this sort of  experience could help bring value to what we do and to the legal community of  Virginia.
And I have spent the last nearly 12 years trying to prove them right every day.  I’ve been able to balance
the daily stresses of  life and work by engaging the creative parts of  my persona, and that more than any-
thing else has given me the essential strength and sense of  calm and balance necessary to navigate my
personal and professional life.  Sometimes a law degree is simply where life starts. Where you allow it to
take you is a journey that can lead either to a straight-line fifty-year career on the interstate of  practice
or to down a whole lot of  blue highways to places you never imagined when you first grabbed hold of
your diploma.  The only thing that matters though, is that wherever the journey takes you, that you arrive
well and whole and at peace. That usually occurs when you take charge and don’t simply go with the
flow – as going with the flow can take you over a waterfall with no safe place to land.] 
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Lessons Learned – Lessons to Share

This is the business we’ve chosen – Hyman Roth (The Godfather II) 

… or is it?  Practicing law is hard.  We choose it often without having any idea what it will involve. Most
lawyers will likely agree that law school is nothing like law practice.  Even with clinical programs which
do in fact give a taste of  the profession, and summer jobs which are often a wine and dine and recruiting
experience, it’s just not the same as when there is someone across the desk from you, facing the most se-
rious non-health-related matter in their life, and you and you alone are the person they are looking to for
help.   

We spend a lot of  time and money to become a lawyer.  The one thing that law school replicates most
effectively can be the stress we will face. But often that stress is simply getting through it. Passing the bar.
Being permitted to practice in the business we’ve chosen.   But in the practice of  law other people’s lives
are impacted by what we do. That can be a heavy burden. Or it could make us numb and not care.  It
can also be a burden too heavy to bear.   

Add to that the law firm dynamics.  Some require seemingly endless work schedules to meet billable hour
quotas. And competing with your own co-workers for coveted partnerships within that environment.  Or
perhaps you’re someone who chose a small firm or to go out on your own. Or had no choice but to go
out on your own.  More lawyers than ever are doing this, adding not only to their financial burden where
we come out of  law school often hundreds of  thousands of  dollars in debt, but also bearing the stress of
having to be a jack of  all trades, with little or no experience, and once again – having clients future’s
often depending on the judgments you make. 

“You are only one decision from a totally different life.”  - Wilfred A. Peterson 

Nothing is irrevocable!  

Going to law school was a decision. As mentioned earlier, it’s a decision many of  us make without knowing
what we’re getting into.  Eventually most lawyers realize – whether we remain in practice or not – that
going to law school does not make everyone who graduates suited to practice law. Sometimes we force
our way through it hoping it will change.  The problem is the practice of  law doesn’t change.  We change.
And that change may or may not be for the best.  Sometimes we realize that we need to find something
else to do.  To reclaim ourselves. To pick up what’s left and move to safer ground.  And the good news is
that we CAN find something else to do.  The practice of  law can and is wonderful for those who are
suited.  But even then the stresses can get the best of  us.  But for many of  us it’s a path to a broken life.
The good thing is that nothing is irrevocable.  

Like I did, you can perhaps find a more rewarding way to spend your days and still support yourself
and your loved ones, still feel connected to the profession you’ve chosen, and find the person you were at
the moment you applied to law school.     
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Taking back control of  your life is critical.  A good place to start is with how you spend your professional
time.  Then your time away from work.  Then how you nurture your creative side – yes, we all have one
even if  it’s simply taking time to appreciate the creativity of  others.  I won’t write songs for a living, for
example, but I love to write and by writing it helps me appreciate the ability of  those who make it their
life’s work.  It’s all a question of  balance – we can control things that are balanced.  Things that are out
of  balance – not so much.  

Too many people spend money they haven't earned to buy things they don't want 
to impress people they don't like. – Will Rogers 

I’ve got debts no honest man can pay. – Bruce Springsteen  

For some of  us the practice of  law has become what we call ‘golden handcuffs’.  We have likes. We have
needs. We have loans to pay.  Being a lawyer always gives us a chance to hit it big.  It helps, though, from
time to time to define what it means to hit it big.  Is hitting it big having a huge home and a fancy car if
we feel trapped in a world where we hate what we’re doing, and feel ourselves slipping away?   

In their groundbreaking book, How to Leave the Law (Wyatt-McKenzie Publishing, 2022) former attor-
neys Liz Brown and Amy Impellizzeri note that there is a culture of  unwellness that pervades the profes-
sion.  They describe on page 36 that the feelings of  stress, anxiety, and being overwhelmed are common,
but in the practice of  law these feelings are “expected, rationalized, and in some cases, cultivated.” 

Clearly this is not true everywhere. There are some wonderful law firms. Doing important things and
treating people like they are their most important asset.  Some would say the problem is there just aren’t
enough of  them.  If  you are in a less than ideal place then what follows are some solutions.   

One of  the best things about being a lawyer is that the law touches so many aspects of  life. Our experience
with the law and the discipline that got us through law school is valuable in so many places outside of
practice. Here is a list that is in no way complete but gives a taste of  the sorts of  things you can do with
a law degree:  

Legal publishing  
Government and pubic policy work 
Real estate broker  
Investment advisor  
Law related journalism  
Dispute Resolution Professional  
Law Librarian  
Human Resources Manager 
Entrepreneurship including businesses related to legal technology or recruiting  
Business Executive  
Legal Researcher  
Law Enforcement 
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Law Firm Marketing Executive 
Law Firm Professional Development Executive  
Insurance Investigator/Adjuster 
Law faculty at a college or law school 
Continuing legal education planner or executive   

… the list goes on and on.  The internet makes it a lot easier now than when I left the practice of  law.
But still, back in the dark ages I was nonetheless able to do leave practice and build a career that has
been satisfying while still utilizing my background and experience.  And still paying my bills.  

Most people would recommend you have a plan if  you are leaving the law. Look before you leap.  Un-
derstand your financial obligations, how to restructure debts, how to refocus your priorities – whether
material or not – and what to do if  your plan doesn’t go according to plan. In a perfect world I would
too.     

For me, though, sometimes I had to move fast. The plan became short and simple – get out! I wanted to,
and I had to.  I had had enough.  Let the chips fall where they may!  This institute is a head start for you,
with the hope you won’t have to leap first and look later.  It can provide a blueprint for your plan should
you ever need one.   

It’s always darkest when the flame goes out  

The most important thing you can do is get to safety before your inner flame goes out.  When you feel it
flickering, that’s a sign to regain control and move to safer ground. To rethink your priorities, take stock
of  how you can restructure your obligations, determine what will help you feel best when Sunday night
comes around and a new work week begins.  Be there for your loved ones and for others – and for yourself.
Enlist the help of  loved ones, therapists, people who have transitioned out of  the practice of  law – or
people who wish they did. And you can always contact me at ray.white@vacle.org.  I will be there to
assist you any way I can.  

“Creativity is intelligence having fun. “- Albert Einstein 

“Without music, life would be a mistake.” - Friedrich Nietzsche 

My definition of  creation is when we forget about ourselves… when we become so involved in what we’re
doing or what we’re thinking about that you lose track of  time and space. ~Dr. Joe Dispenza, D.C., neu-
roscientist 

“Words have power. They breathe, they cry, they laugh, they rage, and that’s why I write. 
Every time I write I heal myself.” - Joseph, poet, high school student, participant-FreeArtsAZ.org 
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Whether you leave the practice of  law or simply find a way to rebalance your life as you practice, I hope
you’ll consider giving creativity a chance.  It’s the best way I know to keep the flame from going out.  For
me the formula is simple:  

Control your wants and finances, don’t let them control you 
If  you work in a broken culture, strongly consider breaking free 
Find time to create and/or immerse yourself  in the creations of  others 
Finding balance lets you regain control  

How you immerse yourself  in creativity is endless. Writing, painting, music, sculpting, clothing design,
home design… whatever.  It can be journaling, writing a novel, writing poems, penning the next hit tv
series or movie, crafting a song you will sing alone in your car or one you might even try pitching to
music publishers (there is such a service offered by the Nashville Songwriters Association International
– NSAI, where they can even help you finetune your songwriting skills).   

Some of  you may say ‘I’m not creative’ or ‘I have nothing to say’.  Nothing is likely further from the
truth.  You’re smart, you’ve seen real life up close, you’ve heard how real people speak.  One never knows
where creative sparks come from but let me suggest this – just to get started spend a week making a list
of  spoken phrases your clients have used.  Things you’ve heard around a courthouse.  See if  any sounds
like a song title, a book title, a line of  dialogue in a movie.  Creations rarely come out whole.  If  they did
anyone could do it.  They are usually sparked by a thought we have or a comment we hear and then one
thing builds on another – often not during waking hours so keep a pad or other recording device by your
bed.   

One anecdote that might inspire you in this way comes from the hit songwriters Allen Shamblin and
Mike Reid, who co-wrote the classic I Can’t Make You Love Me, made famous by Bonnie Raitt, George
Michael, and covered by so many others.  As the story goes the idea for the song came to Reid while
reading an article about a man arrested for getting drunk and shooting at his girlfriend's car. The judge
asked him if  he had learned anything, to which he replied, "I learned, Your Honor, that you can't make
a woman love you if  she don't." (1001 Songs: The Great Songs of  All Time and the Artists, Stories and
Secrets Behind Them, Toby Creswell).  You’ve probably hung around your share of  courthouses too.
You never know.   

Then there are those who leave the law completely and follow a business or creative pursuit, and never
look back. I practiced with someone who traded in one bar for another. He had enough of  law practice
and bought a bar called the Grinch. He hung his diploma over the cash register.  The cash register was
quite active. The place was packed regularly (it was Albany, New York, after all, where the bars are open
until 4 a.m.) proving there are many things you can do with a law school diploma. 
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Still, if  that’s not enough, for further inspiration, look at this list. What do they all have in common?   

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky Igor Stravinsky Andrea Bocelli 
John Cleese Meg Gardiner Gerard Butler 
Gandhi Nelson Mandela Henri Matisse  
Harper Lee Scott Turow John Grisham  
David E. Kelley Rebel Wilson David Baldacci 

Answer: they all studied or practiced law.  

And obviously there are countless other lawyers who have created wonderful art whether known to the
world or just to themselves.   There is a link between the law and the creative mind.  If  you don’t believe
that, just think of  some of  the arguments we’ve had to make on behalf  of  our clients.  

And whatever you choose to do, whatever you choose to create, we want you to know that music has a
special and proven healing power all its own. Whether you write it or play it or sing or just listen, this can
be an important part of  your wellness journey.  

A Simple Closing Thought – This Too Shall Pass

‘This too shall pass’ is as simple as it is profound.  Perhaps overused, it likely is for a reason as it can
ground us when all looks lost.   

It offers ‘instant perspective’ when we’re ready to embrace it.  When we not only hear it, but when we
listen to it.  It’s not a panacea... the bad passes, but so does the good…  but it helps us know when there’s
bad, there will be good. And when there’s good, it will get us through the bad.   

I though, have said enough.  I think now it’s best to close by drawing your attention to this poem and
narrative below.  Written over time by a mental-health nursing student, you will instantly feel its power
but still it can be a beacon of  light as you take stock of  your own journey and find the freedoms that will
turn making a living into living your life.  
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This Too Shall Pass –
A Poem and a Story by Nikki Mattocks 

At the time of  this writing, Nikki Mattocks was an Evolve Leader, Time to Change Champion, Young
Minds activist, Rethink Mental Illness volunteer and 3rd-year mental-health nursing student based in
the UK. 

Part 1 - 25th September 2018 

I feel like I’m drowning, 
in an acid filled sea, 
I don’t know how to swim, 
I don’t know how to breathe 
My heart is so heavy, 
I can’t lift my head up 
I try to fake a smile 
but life is too tough 
I just want to scream 
but nothing comes out
the devil has caught me 
his voice is so loud
Hope has left me 
Colour has gone from the sky 
The only question I have
is why… just why 

Depression is the worst feeling I can describe. But I can’t describe it. I feel a heavy aching in my heart
and in my limbs, and an impending sense of  doom, like there is no hope. 

I have experienced depression since I was six years old due to bullying and abuse, although I wasn’t for-
mally diagnosed at the time. I was diagnosed with recurring depressive disorder with psychotic symptoms
when I was 14, after I had experienced a traumatic event. I was so unwell that I had multiple hospital
admissions and received intensive therapy. I was self-harming, hearing voices and abusing drugs and al-
cohol. I was in an abusive relationship, and I felt so low that I tried to take my own life. 

Thankfully, it didn’t work. 

I started college, met new friends, did trauma therapy and started volunteering with charities. Things
got so much better. I finally felt like I had a purpose. Through sharing my story, I was able to achieve in-
credible things. I spoke in both the UK and European parliaments, I met the Royal Family, I appeared
on TV, radio and newspapers and I began speaking at schools and conferences. I was able to share what
I had been through, and how things can and do get better. 
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In 2018 though, my life came crumbling down yet again. I lost a friend to suicide, and my heart broke.
The depression and psychosis came back, worse than it had ever been before. I spent five months in the
hospital, involuntarily, and had to have staff  members with me at all times. 

Words cannot describe how awful that time was. I wrote in my diary, “I’m praying for a miracle, maybe
one day it’ll come, but for now I’m stuck here, without any sun.” And that’s how it was. There was no
light in my life. Nothing but darkness. I tried so hard to find hope, but I found none. 

It wasn’t until I was sent to a psychiatric intensive care unit that I eventually got better. With the help of
medication, time and connecting with others, I found my strength yet again. 

Someone once told me that the will to live isn’t something you can find externally—you have to look
inside yourself. And I dug deep. I read books, I listened to music, I spoke to people and eventually I
learned that I have hope, simply because I’m human. 

Life can be bad, then it can be good, then it can be bad again. But the main thing to remember is that
nothing is permanent in life. Bad times cannot last forever, and neither can good. The sun will always
set, but it will rise again in the morning. There is always hope, and the pain will pass. I promise. 

Part 2 - 10th January 2019 

This too shall pass, 
Is a quote i live by 
I remember this 
when I don’t want to try 
The sun always sets, 
but it will always rise 
To every single day 
This always applies 
Even in the darkness 
I can see the stars 
Even when I don’t see the light 
I remember it can’t be too far 
I said it once,
I’ll say it again, 
This too shall pass, 
Amen, Amen, Amen 
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A Writer’s World

PJ McIlvaine
Author and Emmy-Nominated Screenwriter

Hello, everyone. I’d like to thank my wonderful friend and comrade in writing arms Ray White and all
the great people at the Virginia Law Foundation for inviting me to this fantastic event. I’m a bit amazed
that they thought me important enough to invite, quite frankly. You see, I’m a nobody, I’m just a mom,
Grandma, and mostly a stubborn old goat (i.e., Capricorn) who had a dream from a very young age and
never gave up despite all the obstacles and lemons that life threw at me. Maybe I should have, but I’ll let
you be the judge of  that.  

A Little History – From the Heart 

We all know there are so many writers who started off  as lawyers. Some who write as they continue to
practice law. Others who dive into writing full time. Lawyers are known to be storytellers. And do they
ever have stories to tell. I’m here to help give you all a window into my journey through the world of
writing, along with some things I learned along the way, and maybe it will help you unleash the writer
within to help give you a sense of  creation, a step toward work/life balance, or a whole new career.  

I’m a writer. I don’t say that lightly. You see, writing is more than a hobby for me. It’s my life, my reason
for being. Now don’t get me wrong. I love my husband, I love my kids and grandkids, but writing is my
drug, it’s in my bones, it’s in my DNA. I could no more not write than breathe and believe me, I’ve tried.
When I was younger and idealistic, I flirted with being a lawyer. I even took Pre-Law in college as I
fancied myself  a female William Kunstler but without all the drama. However, it was a brief  flirtation
once I realized I missed writing too much. I’ve been writing since I was five or six years old; neighborhood
comics, poems, song lyrics, short stories, letters to the editors, essays, picture books, novels, and Amazon
wish lists.  

Even though I never saw my writing as a hobby, plenty of  other people did and told me straight to my
face, and this included some close members of  my family. It hurt, of  course, but I didn’t let the naysayers
stop me (and you shouldn’t either). At that stage of  my life, as a young married woman with children, I
couldn’t afford to stay home and write to my heart’s content. So, I did the next best thing: I got a full-
time job as a customer service representative for a major Long Island newspaper. Since I didn’t have a
college degree in journalism---or any college degree---there was no way for me to get a job in editorial.
But the job allowed me to write during breaks and my lunch hour, and honestly, it was great while it
lasted. It fueled my ambition to write professionally--or at the very least, write until someone noticed me.
And when I was home, I wrote while the kids played around me. It wasn’t easy at times, but I made it
work.  
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So, when I sold a screenplay to Mimi Rogers’ production company despite all the odds in the late 90’s, I
thought this was my lucky break, my ticket to fame and fortune. The movie, MY HORRIBLE YEAR
with Eric Stoltz, Mimi Rogers, and Karen Allen, eventually aired on Showtime to great acclaim. But
just to show you where I was on the ladder, I didn’t learn that the movie had been nominated for a Day-
time Emmy for Best Director until I heard it live the night of  the Emmy broadcast. So much for being
noticed. Instead of  Hollywood rolling out the red carpet for me, I was still stuck in New York with an
embarrassing series of  managerial missteps, agent misfires, and basically, a failure to launch. But also, to
be fair, I guess I wasn’t writing things that people wanted to buy. As one producer told me, “It’s the kind
of  movie Disney used to make.” Trust me, he didn’t mean it as a compliment.  

Even as the rejections piled up, I wrote. Maybe I wrote because of  them. I used to say, half-jokingly, that
I didn’t know how to be anything else but a writer. So, I persisted despite all the challenges, and there
were many; family illness and deaths, financial issues, and then my own years-long struggle with anxiety
and panic that became so debilitating it forced me to leave my job at the newspaper. Not good times at
all.  

My OCD kicked into overdrive and there was a long period when I couldn’t even leave the house without
going into a tailspin of  what if ’s. A series of  family and financial catastrophes followed that compounded
my anxieties. My father died (another sad story best left unsaid), and then my brother, a drug addict with
Daddy issues, committed suicide. And through it all, through the tears and heartache, I wrote, still dream-
ing of  “one day.” 

So, I’ve been where many of  you may have been at one point: broken and on the bottom, though out-
wardly, it didn’t seem that way. I kept a happy, smiling face going even when I was miserable. But misery
is like a river, it ebbs and flows, and it’s changing and evolving. It took a long time; therapy, medication,
and gritting through it, but eventually my anxiety and panic attacks subsided to the point where they
were manageable. Even so, I never knew what might trigger the painful cycle again, so I didn’t do anything
too daring or adventuresome. I pretty much stayed in my safe line, and that also applied to my writing.  

Two things happened at nearly the same time which began a sea change in my life: I was sued for fifteen
million dollars by a major movie studio in a bogus lawsuit, and my mother began showing signs of
Alzheimer’s. Sometimes trouble is like a boulder going downhill, it gets bigger and bigger as it goes and
picks up speed. But a good thing came out of  that lawsuit, and that was meeting Ray White. Thanks to
his efforts, after a year of  dangling me on the hook, the movie studio folded its carnival tent and left
town.  

My mother, however, had quite a different ending. 

Flash forward a couple of  years. My mother’s decline is precipitous and without warning. In January she
was able to go to the doctor and crack jokes and by April she was in diapers and refusing to eat because
she accused us of  lacing her food with poison. After a horrendous month I wouldn’t wish on my worst
enemy, Mom passed away. After her funeral, we were so physically and emotionally exhausted that we
were all sick for a month.  
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Now I’m at a crossroads. I finally decided that “one day” is now. I put screenwriting on pause and redis-
covered my passion and love for prose. And doing that---by following my muse---I started the slow but
steady climb back to some kind of  normalcy, or what normal is for me. I know my limits. I’m not the
type to throw caution to the winds. I’ll never climb Mr. Everest. I won’t go skydiving. And that’s fine with
me. Just coming to this symposium is a big step, one I could’ve never envisioned even two years ago. I’m
not afraid to leave the house anymore. Yes, I still have some fears I need to work on and conquer, but I’m
1000% better than what I was.  

So, I guess what I’m trying to say, albeit in a roundabout way if  anyone is still awake, is that there’s no
magic bullet. I wish there was. All I can tell you is what I‘ve learned through trial and error along the
way and if  that resonates or helps even one person, I suppose that’s something. 

Some Words of Wisdom You May Want to Take to Heart

Dare to dream: everyone needs a dream or a goal, no matter how outlandish or impossible it might seem.
When I decided to dip my toe into writing screenplays, people told me I was kidding myself. Who did I
think I was? I was just a housewife on Long Island. I didn’t know anybody in Hollywood. I had no con-
nections. Nothing. If  I had listened to the gloom and doom scribes, I wouldn’t have sold to Showtime
what was essentially a first draft, and the fifth screenplay I ever wrote. So don’t let anyone tell you that
your dream is mission impossible. If  I can do it from my writing cave (and this was back in the day when
weren’t able to interact the way we can now, thanks to the internet), anyone can.  

Permission to fail: In the summer of  2021, I was between projects. I’d just finished writing a middle-
grade novel and didn’t know what work in progress to work on next. Two ideas had been floating in my
brain for the longest time: a middle-grade novel about two brothers who create a “monster” to keep their
parents from divorcing, and an adult thriller about a man who can’t run away from the worst night of
his life. After tossing it around some, I decided, almost for the hell of  it, to mash the two ideas together
to see if  it had legs. I wasn’t writing it to please an agent or to the market. It was just for me, no one else,
so I allowed myself  to write whatever I wanted. If  it turned into a huge pile of  dino poo, so what? No
one was ever going to see it. So, I wrote in a hot zone over two months. The words poured out of  me,
and I bled on every page. As it turned out, giving myself  the freedom to write without fear of  failing was
the best gift I ever gave myself. It allowed me to go places I would’ve never had the courage to, and I
tapped a side of  myself  that I never knew was there. Now, some may say that’s a bad thing, but that’s an-
other tale. Now I firmly believe that I can write anything if  I put my mind to it; well, almost anything.
Which leads me to… 

The big ask: This is something I still have a hard time with, even though at my age, you’d think I’d have
gotten over it. When I was deep in the throes of  my anxiety and panic attacks, I told myself  that I could
handle it all on my own.  There was no reason to trouble anyone with my problems. They had enough
problems of  their own, no one wanted to listen to my miseries. So, I hid it as best as I could and sucked
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it up until I couldn’t anymore. Asking for help isn’t a sign of  weakness; it’s really a sign of  strength. Ad-
mitting you have a problem is the first step to getting better. I really believe that.  

The worst thing that could happen: When I was going through some extremely tough periods, times
when I didn’t know how I was going to pay the mortgage or the electricity was in danger of  being shut
off, I’d imagine the worst. We’d be evicted, we’d wind up living under a bridge, we’d lose everything,
yadda yadda yadda. Did the worst ever happen? Nope. I always found a way. Sometimes it required a
leap of  faith; others, thinking outside the box. And sometimes, it was providence and luck. But we were
never homeless. The fridge stayed on. When our kids were little, it was easier. It was harder when they
got older and began to understand that their parents weren’t perfect and made mistakes. Plenty of  them.
Still, we managed, and the kids are all healthy, happy, and productive, so we did something right despite
ourselves.  

Be selfish: Yes, you read that right. If  you’re truly serious about doing something well, it takes practice,
passion, discipline, dedication, sweat, tears, patience, focus, faith, and sacrifice. If  you want to become a
star quarterback, you’re going to put in the hours on the field. It’s no different with any creative expression.
To be a writer, you have to write. You have to do the work. And for me, that means being selfish. There
were many instances where it would’ve been so much easier to blow off  writing. The kids needed me. I
could do it another day; it really wasn’t that important. But I didn’t. There were undoubtedly times when
the kids resented me, or people couldn’t comprehend what I was trying to accomplish. And that’s okay,
it comes with the territory. So, what I’m saying to you is be selfish, nurture yourself  and your goals and
dreams. Yes, you’ll feel guilty. I know I did and still do. But at the end of  the day, you have to live with
yourself  and feel like you’ve accomplished something other than just sucking up air. And if  being a little
selfish helps in that regard, so be it.  

So, to sum it up, in the immortal words of  Forrest Gump: life is like a box of  chocolates. You never know
what you’re going to get.  

If  anyone has questions or just wants a friendly ear, I’m accessible. My email is pjmac56@yahoo.com,
and my website is www.pjmacwriter.com  

I’m also pretty active on X (Twitter), Instagram, and Facebook.  
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IV.

Helping Lawyers Stay Well
While Managing a Busy Career,

Life, and Family

Donna Edbril
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Feel More Fulfilled in Your Legal Career 
by not Sacrificing Work-Life Balance

Donna Edbril, Certified Leadership/Career Coach
Former Chief Counsel for Avon Products and Godiva Chocolate

Introduction: My Personal Story 

I have been a lawyer for more than 35 years.  For the first ten years of  my career, I was a litigator and
worked in two New York City law firms. The second firm, which was known as a “Wall Street” firm,
employed very few women associates and did not have any women as partners.  There was only one
senior associate who was a woman. She worked in the corporate department and regularly clocked very
long hours.  By her own admission, she sacrificed many evenings away for her family in the hope she
would become the firm’s first woman partner.  Unfortunately for her, she was not made a partner and
shortly thereafter, left the firm.   

While I was driven, ambitious and enjoyed litigation, after a short time I realized that I probably would
not make partner at this firm and therefore did not have a long-term future there. At that point I decided
that I was done with worrying about whether I was billing enough hours, getting enough exposure to the
“right” partners and feeling guilty about leaving the office at 6:30 p.m. to be with my family. I knew that
I needed to make a change for my own wellbeing and the wellbeing of  my three-year-old son. 

I was fortunate to get a job as senior counsel at Avon Products and never looked back. For the first time
since the birth of  my son, I felt that I had some semblance of  work-life balance.  My hours were pre-
dictable, the work was interesting, and I was finally in an environment that was “family friendly”.  It was
okay to talk about your children and admit that they were a priority without worrying that you were risk-
ing your career.  

I loved being an in-house lawyer.  I worked at Avon for sixteen years and ultimately left to become General
Counsel at a series of  public and private companies. 

As I moved up the corporate ladder to eventually become General Counsel, I did not question whether
I had a genuine or at least an acceptable work life balance.  I think part of  the reason for this is that I was
fortunate enough to work for companies that valued families and understood the competing demands of
being a mom and lawyer.  
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However, I do admit that I often questioned whether my professional goals were in sync with my personal
goals.  I wondered whether I could give my two children what they needed while also trying to advance
in my career. What were my kids missing out on because I was a working mom? Was I somehow doing
them a disservice because I worked?  Would I ever be able to stop feeling guilty about being a working
mom?   

My “aha” moment came when I was having dinner with my kids one evening and asked them how they
felt about me being a working mom.  My daughter said that she wished that I could be home more but
quickly said that she was very proud of  me.  My son looked at me as if  I had two heads and said: “Are
you kidding mom, I don’t want you to be like the other moms who don’t work …. you would be so an-
noying.”  I told my kids that I loved them very much and while my job was important to me, at the end
of  the day, I wanted them to know that NOTHING was more important to me than the two of  them. 

I also came to accept that being a mother and an ambitious lawyer were simply part of  my DNA.  I had
to give myself  permission to own the choice I made to have children and a career. I needed to stop being
so hard on myself  and embrace both of  my roles, mother and lawyer, and trust that my kids would be
just fine. This, and what follows will hopefully help my fellow lawyers find the balance we all need. 

After a 35-year legal career, I became certified in leadership coaching and created Donna Edbril Coach-
ing. I’m passionate about empowering my fellow working moms to let go of  their guilt, create their own
definition of  work life balance, and have the careers they want.   

Part 1: Break the pattern of thinking that keeps you feeling guilty,
overwhelmed, and frustrated.  

“I can do it all / Work life balance is the goal.” 

Assumptions I’m going to invite you to let go of: 

• Not static state, you figure it out once and stick to it forever. 
• Not one definition / beware of  comparison. 
• Not an outcome, but a process over time.  

How could these assumptions keep you stuck?  

How to look at work-life balance differently- not as an outcome or end point but as a process and part
of  one's life's journey. 

Define what work-life balance means to you and no one else. No one size fits all.  And the solution today
isn’t necessarily the solution for tomorrow. 
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Are you willing to free yourself  from this idea that there is one answer for everyone, and embrace what
would work for you? 

In order to look at work-life balance differently, the first step is to clarify your values.  

Part 2: Take the first step in a new approach to work-life balance
as a practicing attorney. 

We all THINK we know our values and what's important to us, but do we really? Do we ever take the
time to think about whether we are truly living aligned with our values? 

Why don’t we?  

Today, let’s make space to reflect. Take time we never make for ourselves in our busy lives.  

If  you’re thinking, “what difference does this make? /or can this actually change anything?” my answer
is, “I don’t know. But neither do you… if  you haven’t done this yet if  you haven’t really reflected on this.
Let’s take a test drive!” 

We’ve all seen values assessment, given 100 values, and asked to pick your top 3. I find the 100 values
process difficult and frustrating like I was excluding parts of  myself  and values I thought were important.
So, here’s a different approach we’re going to walk through together today. 

Here are a few questions to answer today: 

1.  What do you admire most about yourself ? 
2.  What are you most proud of  having stood up for? 
3.  What quality do you possess that sets you apart from others? 
4.  How do you want to be remembered by others? By your children? 
5.  What is one very difficult decision you made in the last year that you are very proud of ? 
6.  What is one thing you regret sacrificing in the past year? What were the costs? 

What patterns are you noticing?  

Would anyone be willing to share? 

What is 1 way this can change how you prioritize your time? 

How will this make a difference in your life? 
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Part 3: Identify what to do first in the next 30–90 days 
to see a significant shift in your work-life balance. 

So how do we put this all together so that it’s more than just words and can turn it into action that might
really change things for you. 

The problem with making change is you’re so busy… how do you even reflect and decide what needs
your attention first. 

Let’s take some time to reflect now.  Here are 7 areas/steps to consider in order to bring about change.  

The 7 Essential Elements of Work-Life Balance 

I. Focus on Your Core Values- This is what we started with today… As I mentioned before, this is the
starting point for thinking about work life balance. Identifying your core values gives you a sense of  mean-
ing and purpose and helps guide your behaviors, decisions, and actions.  

II. Clarify/Reframe Your Expectations-   What expectations have you set for yourself ? Are they in align-
ment with your values?   Take a step back and look at what you’re prioritizing, what are you sacrificing
and what impact is this having on you? What would it look like to be in alignment with your values and
you were free of  the “I Should.”   

III. Ditch the Guilt- Stop beating yourself  up about all the things you think you’re not doing right or
falling short of. Don’t buy into the idealized image of  being perfect.  Your career is important to you so
embrace the decision you made to work.  Let go of  the energy that’s wasted on feeling guilty about what
you should be doing or not doing all the time.  

IV. Set Boundaries- By setting boundaries you are honoring your values and ensuring that you have time
and space for your priorities. Being able to have a satisfying legal career AND be present for everything
else that’s important to you in your life involves making tradeoffs and choices. Figure out what tradeoffs
are acceptable and then set boundaries around the choices you make.   

V. Subtract- As a lawyer you probably add things to your already full plate and never take things off
your plate.  Be more deliberate in what you take on - take the things that are more trivial out of  your
daily to-dos.  Decide what’s important to you and let other things go. 

VI. Support- As lawyers, we think we have to be the best and perfect, most of  the time which makes us
see support as a sign of  weakness or vulnerability. One of  the fastest paths to work-life balance is to stop
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thinking we have to shoulder the burden alone, and really think about how other people in our personal
and professional lives can support us. 

VII. Self-compassion- Most people don’t find much room in their lives for self-compassion. A lack of
self-compassion shows up as judgmental self-talk, incessant pressure to perform at the expense of  your
health, and long hours that sacrifice personal time. Self-compassion is often dismissed in professional cir-
cles because it’s considered selfish or self-indulgent or too “woo-woo”. But imagine what would be possible
if  we were a little kinder to ourselves, and didn’t feel like we were on the verge of  burnout all the time?  

Considering everything, now take 
a minute to answer these questions: 

1. If  you were to only do one of  these things for the next 30-90 days, 
which would get you the most relief ? 

2. What are 3 steps you’ll put in place to incorporate these elements in your life? 

Wrap up: Q & A 
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V.

Therapeutic Interlude 2

Wellness Is a Process 
Not a Moment

Tim Carroll
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A Continuous Process in Which
Lawyers Strive for Thriving in Each 

Dimension of Their Lives

Tim Carroll
Executive Director, Virginia Judges and Lawyers Assistance Program

National Task Force On Lawyer Well -Being: The Path to Lawyer Well Being
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VI.

Suicide Prevention 
Best Practices for the Legal 

Community

Deborah Casello
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Suicide Prevention 
Best Practices for the Legal Community

Deborah Casello
President, Keys 365 Suicide Prevention

Fairfax, Virginia
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VII.

Helping Lawyers 
Manage Stress Through 
Creative Expression 
and Engagement

Katie Arata

Kyshona Armstrong

Kelly Corcoran

Anna McChesney
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How Music and Creative Expression 
Can Support Lawyer Well-Being

Katie Arata
Senior Director of Development and Philanthropy

Virginia Law Foundation
Panel Participant as Moderator 

“An extraordinary opportunity is at hand—by fully integrating the arts into health-building activities that
are accessible to all, we can foster individual health and wellbeing, strengthen our communities, and fulfill
a human birthright.”

To put it simply, lawyers are essential to the health of  our society and its vast and varied communities
and peoples, which requires that the health and well-being of  lawyers be both preserved and made a pri-
ority. However, and as detailed in the Virginia State Bar President’s Special Committee on Lawyer Well-
Being’s report, “The Occupational Risks of  the Practice of  Law,” there are myriad risks that challenge
the health and well-being of  lawyers, which include physical, mental, emotional, adaptation, and self-
actualization risks. Each category of  risk hosts an array of  health liabilities specific to lawyers, and they
affect not only the individual (lawyer), but their family, friends, colleagues, and community at-large. Con-
sidering the range of  challenges and the scope of  impact, it’s critical that the pathway to well-being be
personalized and intentional. This provides an opportunity to consider alternative, evidence-based prac-
tices that can intervene, redirect, and mend the issues that lawyers face, and this is where music and cre-
ative expression can make a significant (proven) difference. 

The Wellness Institute, and this panel specifically, centers around the idea that music possesses the power
to heal. The NeuroArts Blueprint, a partnership between the Johns Hopkins International Arts + Mind
Lab Center for Applied Neuroaesthetics and the Aspen Institute’s Health, Medicine & Society Program,
acknowledges this extraordinary opportunity to integrate music and the arts into the more standardized
health-building practices. In other words, music can work in tandem with traditional practices to improve
mental health, prevent disease, manage stress, and create clearer pathways to well-being.  

If  music seems too alternative of  a healing practice, or perhaps a stretch of  a therapy to employ with
those who are lawyers, let’s examine the word, “heal.” Defined by Webster, “to heal” means “to make
sound or whole,” and stems from the root, ‘haelan,’ which is the condition of  being ‘hal,’ or ‘whole.’
Even in the linguistic roots of  the issue at hand, there is signaling to music.  

And if  that feels still too distant of  a connection, consider the definition of  music. Without consulting a
dictionary, how would you define music? It’s not an easy concept to articulate succinctly; it’s a “know it
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when you hear it” sort of  experience, or perhaps a spectrum of  possibilities. Music is often associated
with song, yet it would be most beneficial to define it as expression (communication) through sound,
rhythm, energy, and often language. To refer again to one of  the core findings of  the NeuroArts Blueprint
report, music is a “birthright,” which means that music is for everyone, lawyers (you) included.  

Music is not only elemental to our language, but it is fundamental to the person regardless of  any musical
background or lack thereof. Afterall, music is often referred to as the “universal language,” one that we
all simply understand by sharing in the experience of  being human. Not only does this make music more
accessible and relatable, but it makes music an inherent part of  who we are. If  we allow music to be such
a foundational part of  the human experience, it should come as no surprise that music can have a pro-
found impact on us.  

This intangible concept of  music has roots in evidence and science. Neurologically speaking, music ac-
tivates almost all brain regions and networks, which ultimately promotes well-being, enhances learning,
stimulates cognitive function, improves quality of  life, and even induces happiness.  Here is a sampling
of  how music (and music therapy) can impact the health and well-being of  individuals:  

• Music therapy decreases pain perception, reduces the amount of  pain medication needed, 
helps relieve depression, and gives people a sense of  better control over their pain. 

• Listening to music that is at a slower tempo can decrease stress and anxiety, including their 
physiological responses.  

• For those who have experienced a stroke or a traumatic brain injury that has damaged the 
left-brain region, which is responsible for speech, singing can be a powerful remapping tool. 
Because singing ability originates in the right side of  the brain, people can work around the injury
to the left side of  their brain by first singing their thoughts and then gradually forgoing the melody. 

• Listening to music from specific points in time can help Alzheimer's and dementia patients 
recall memories and communicate more effectively.  

• In a study at the Tallahassee Memorial Regional Medical Center, 52 premature babies with 
low birth weight were played an hour of  vocal music each day. These babies had a reduced 
hospital stay by an average of  five days. Compared to another group that had not been 
played music, the mean weight loss of  babies was also about 50% lower, formula intake was 
less, and stress levels were reduced.  

If  music can restore voice to the voiceless and recall memories previously buried in the depths of  disease,
how can we deny that it can be a transformative force in our daily lives? I find that one of  the most ex-
hilarating parts of  using music as a healing tool or therapy is that, unlike medicine or traditional therapies
where the exact method is prescribed, creativity is essential. It is not the prescription of  specific music to
listen to or certain kind of  sound to make, but it’s your music—your sound, rhythm, energy—to choose
and create. This is about ultimate personalization, radical intention to find what works for you, and an
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unleashing of  creativity that heals the mind, body, and soul.   

Creativity is often seen as a conduit to production or development of  an ‘artistic product,’ but like music,
creativity is both an inherent quality and a practice, whether conscious or subconscious. Using creativity
is not a therapeutic practice with the end goal of  generating an artistic product, but rather, an opportunity
to be more attuned to the voice, thoughts, and feelings within you.  Robert E. Franken describes the three
reasons why people are motivated to be creative as a:  

1.  Need for novel, varied, and complex stimulation 
2.  Need to communicate ideas and values 
3.  Need to solve problems 

These three points are already part of  the lawyer’s day-to-day life in self-evident ways, and they also take
shape in the trivial and the profound. Whether you took an inventive route home to circumvent traffic,
or you presented an argument in a refreshed way that delivered a positive outcome for your client, cre-
ativity was a catalyst. Maybe you have called this catalyst something else, or perhaps you’ve never named
it, but I invite you to give it this title and to recognize it as a tool that is both within your possession
already and an existential affirmation of  your humanity.   

Lawyers are direct contributors to our communal health by upholding the Rule of  Law, advocating for
individuals, and creating access to justice, all of  which ultimately create just, whole, and sound commu-
nities. This immense contribution of  time, talent, and dedication takes a toll on the person and simulta-
neously becomes an integral part of  one’s identity.  It is of  utmost importance that the lawyer is supported
as an individual first, but it is worth considering: can this career that requires such significant devotion
and discipline be severed from the persona of  the individual? And while this is discussing the impact po-
tential of  music on the individual, can music also support the individual in their career? The answer is a
resounding ‘yes.’  

While the panel will elaborate and provide specific ways to incorporate music into your life, whether
through somatic exercises, visualizations, music making (or listening), or journaling, there are manageable,
playful, rest-giving ways music can impact you throughout the day and no matter the setting. Maybe it’s
an hourly five-minute reset to listen to a calming piece of  music without any other distractions, or it’s a
guided visualization with music that starts your day with intention. Exploring music as a therapeutic in-
tervention is not about employing tools that you use when you get home from a long, stressful day of
work. This is about how to make what is already an inherent part of  you (music) an inherent part of
your daily life (and yes, work). 

This discusses but a small fragment of  perspective on this widely accepted, scientific, and deeply human
practice of  music and its therapeutic applications. And hopefully, it’s an awakening of  the senses: what
would it look like to find harmony with life and career? How can I feel more myself, more at peace, and
more fulfilled? What does a sound mind mean? These are big questions to answer, and if  they are chal-
lenging questions to answer, try to give sound, rhythm, or energy to them instead. This is an opportunity
for your creativity, which has already been part of  your life and career, to guide you.  
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Music and Health: The Power of Music 
to Impact Stress and Our Emotions

Kelly Corcoran, MPH, MM  
Social Scientist, Vanderbilt Music Cognition Lab 

Orchestral Conductor 
Artistic Director and Conductor, Intersection

Professional Destiny  

• Creativity is essential in the way we develop our careers.   

• Integrating our passions in unexpected and non-traditional methods helps us do our best, 
authentic work and serve our community in the most effective manner.  

• As discussed in the risks identified by the Virginia State Bar, Lawyers in particular may become
trapped in an area of  law that is “unfulfilling” and “detrimental” which in turn is a risk to mental
health and well-being.  By casting a curious, explorative, creative, open perspective on one’s 
career, unexpected professional opportunities may arise.  

How Music Impacts our Health 
(physical, mental and social well-being) 

“Health is a state of  complete physical, mental and social well-being 
and not merely the absence of  disease or infirmity.”                                   – World Health Organization 

As a music professional that has worked for over 20 years in the arts and culture sector, I have first-hand
witnessed the transformative nature of  the arts, and specifically music.  Whether it is the member of  the
community orchestra who has had the strength to make it through cancer treatment due to her looking
forward to weekly music-making, or the youth at the Juvenile Justice Center in Nashville who have ex-
pressed their emotions and experiences, engaging in restorative justice, through lyric and song writing,
music heals.  While these are individual anecdotes, on a population level, arts and culture experiences
are essential to what it means to be human and to thrive.   By cultivating artistic practices, we all have
the opportunity to reach our full potential of  health, making music an essential aspect of  our work towards
health equity.  

– Kelly Corcoran  
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Musicality and The Role of Music in Our Lives

Musicality 
How we interact and engage with music, from our genes to our brain to our behavior  

We are all musical!   
Musicality plays a role in all of  our lives – whether we are performing, listening, practicing, or creating. 

A Sampling of Specific Examples 
of How Music Impacts Health  

Physical Well-Being  
Singing has been found to be an effective intervention for Parkinson’s Disease, as it has demonstrated a
positive impact on several symptoms of  PD ranging from speech, communication, quality of  life, swal-
lowing to gait.  (Harrison et al., 2018) (Young-Mason, 2012)

Mental Well-Being   
“Music engagement may provide an outlet for individuals who are experiencing internalizing, external-
izing, or thought disorder problems, potentially supporting emotion regulation through multiple neuro-
biological pathways (e.g., reward center activity).” (Gustavson et al., 2021) 

Social Well-Being  
Music activities such as attending concerts, group singing, songwriting and composition positively impact
cognitive health, social connection and mood, self-esteem and cultural inclusion. (Dingle et al., 2021) 

Music and Emotional Regulation  

Emotional Regulation  
How individuals manage, control and influence one’s own emotional state 

Engaging in music in daily life has been shown to be an effective tool to manage stress.   Music may pro-
vide escapism, active-coping, self-distraction, acceptance and positive reframing all supporting the two
primary methods of  coping: problem-focused coping and emotion-focused coping. (Henry et al., 2021) 
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Why Does This Matter for Lawyers?  

Reports on lawyer well-being outline the risks of  the profession including mental and emotional risks
such as the adversarial nature of  the work, the proximity to trauma and the problems of  others, and the
individual aspect which can lead to loneliness and isolation. Outside of  the law profession, the US Sur-
geon General recently raised the alarm on the epidemic of  loneliness and isolation facing all Americans,
with 58% of  US adults experiencing loneliness.  This is particularly troubling as social connection is
known to be a protective factor for a range of  health conditions including cardiovascular disease, de-
mentia, anxiety and depression.  Evidence demonstrates that the arts have an impact on both physical
and mental health across the lifespan, being a powerful tool to build social connection.  (Fancourt et al.,
2019) Engaging in arts activities has shown a clear dose-response relationship improving social well-being
and flourishing (a state of  positive mental health). (Bone et al., 2023) 

Music, an essential part of  our daily lives, provides an accessible, inexpensive opportunity to respond
positively to the stress in our lives, with no known adverse effects.   By utilizing the potential benefits of
music on health, lawyers will be better equipped to respond to the demands of  the profession, respond
to burnout and better serve communities and clients.   
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Connecting to Inner Wisdom 
Through Creativity

Anna McChesney, LPC, MT-BC 
Owner, Licensed Counselor, and Music Therapist

Healing Sounds, LLC

In the legal profession there are many mental and emotional risks that come with the job. Professional
demands of  prolonged exposure to hearing about trauma and hardships from clients can lead to depres-
sion, chronic stress, isolation, and job dissatisfaction. Vicarious trauma can lead to exhaustion and physical
symptoms of  anxiety.  Recognizing the risk, developing inner resources, and seeking help is
necessary to be the best version of  yourself  in your professional and personal life. 

You may believe that to live in such a way that you can trust your inner wisdom to provide loving consis-
tency is not accessible to you, but it is. Right now, a quick internet search will provide countless articles
and blogs on how to create goals about loving yourself. Search this on Amazon and you can find pages
of  books on how to find inner peace. Many people, experts and not, have shared their experiences through
podcasts and Ted Talks. But, most people agree that reading or listening about inner peace is not the
same as implementing it into your daily life. Through connecting to creativity, it is possible and
readily accessed.   

It is easy to think that if  you change something external about yourself, that you will be
happier, more successful or fulfilled; however, most people will still be left wanting a
deeper connection to self. To begin your journey towards transformation, the first step is to access
your inner guidance. You have to be willing to be open to a different way of  thinking. This creative way
of  exploring the inner world starts looking inward and listening within while tuning the outside noise
out.   A possible introduction to connecting to inner wisdom through creativity follows. 

To begin this process into creative engagement, you must first ground yourself. Grounding through mind-
fulness, meditation, deep breathing, or slow movements will quiet your mind leaving a blank canvas for
your action steps to manifest. Mindfulness also means not passing judgment on yourself  while also being
open and observant to any and all thoughts and feelings that come up. Grounding can be paired with
music listening, sand tray or doodling to further quiet the mind. After quieting your mind and slowing
the body down, allow yourself  to be open to any words of  wisdom from yourself.  Allow any words, sen-
sations, or feelings to enter your mind. Then, take a deep breath and use a creative outlet alongside your
intuition to bring it outside of  yourself.  
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The most important part during mindfulness-based creativity is to remain open and non-judgmental.
Many people worry that they are not creative or talented enough to make art. The good news is that the
effects of  making music and art is not limited to a person’s skills or talents, the outcomes of  creative think-
ing, boosting self-esteem and relieving stress is available to anyone willing to try! There are many ways
to incorporate creating art or music into this practice.  

Your creative expression may look like putting it on paper through journaling or songwriting or drawing
or painting.  It may look like creating tangible art with your hands. It may mean moving your body in
creative ways. It may look like improvising on an instrument or singing karaoke style to your favorite
song. Whatever creative means you choose, allow yourself  to be fully engaged in the process until you
feel like you are done.  

When you are done, take a moment to re-ground yourself  through breath. Then, with curiosity, reflect
on your words, creation, thoughts, and feelings that came up during the process. Sometimes it can be
helpful to share this with a friend or impartial person like a therapist that can further assist you in con-
necting creativity to inner wisdom in a non-judgmental way. 

Adding creative expression to your daily ritual may be beneficial to reducing, reflecting
and processing symptoms so that you can improve your wellbeing, leading you to be the
best version of  your professional self  and your personal self. Even setting aside 10 minutes
several times per week to connect to inner wisdom can be enough to get you on the right path towards
living a more fulfilling life. 

Resources

Sign up for a free self  care guided meditation video series to try this technique for yourself: 
https://www.healingsoundsrva.com/self-care-guided-meditations  

Read more about how engaging in the creative arts relieves stress: https://bebrainfit.com/benefits-art/ 

Health Risks to Lawyers, a study on mental and emotional risks and its effects of  the law profession,
and pointers to improve wellbeing. 
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Music and Mindfulness
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Helping Lawyers Find Wellness 
from Within:  Healing Power of Music 

Songwriting Workshop 

Katie Arata, Sr. Director of Development and Philanthropy, Virginia Law Foundation  
Raymond M. White, Executive Director, Virginia Law Foundation and Virginia CLE®  
Kyshona Armstrong, Songwriter, Music Therapist, and Founder of Your Song

“Engaging with creative and artistic activities has a proven track record of  improving individual and
population health—from increased emotional regulation and social connections and improvements in
cognitive capabilities and meaning-making to alleviating pain, reducing anxiety, and facilitating healing
processes.” 

— Human Capital and the Arts at the World Bank Group  

“With creativity as a catalyst and music as a birthright, it is both scientifically proven that such activities
can improve well-being, and it is undeniably true that we each have a story to tell, a song to share, and a
voice inside with not just something to say, but something to heed. As previously discussed, “to heal”
means “to make sound,” and in order to make sound, we have to quiet the noises around us. However,
the world is a very loud place to live, and as lawyers, your career often amplifies the noise. You listen to
clients who have lived their worst day. You manage the stressful demands of  your caseload. You always
have your phone on you because what if  someone needs you, or what if  they call you back? You absorb
the conversations of  your colleagues and peers. You process, whether willingly or not, the bombardment
of  messages, advertisements, and cultural rhetoric. How do you tune it out so you can hear yourself
think? You find ways to tune in(wards) to listen, and chances are, there are all the parts of  your song. 

Again, you might call it by a different name or no name at all, but for the sake of  this session, let’s call it
a song. In fact, you have already written songs, or you have, at the very least, participated in the funda-
mentals of  songwriting. Maybe you made up a song for your child when they were younger (you certainly
made up a song as a child!), or you replaced the words to a popular song to have a little fun. Maybe you
hum when you’re in the car, or you unintentionally rhyme in an email. As a lawyer, you make use of
tone and language, and you articulate to express with utmost clarity and confidence (and you write quite
a bit). You share your ideas and thoughts in ways that make other people hear you. This is creative ex-
pression in practice. This is songwriting in real life.  
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Similar to law, which demands that you both acquire knowledge and then actively apply it, wellness, or
the journey to well-being, requires you to process information, ask questions, and apply the information
and practices so to improve and enhance your life and well-being. Wellness requires conscious participa-
tion, and while this Institute covers a variety of  topics that propose alternative yet proven ways to support
your well-being journey, this songwriting workshop is an inviting, exploratory, and a trusting space to
apply this information and participate in your own, inherently creative ways.  

It's important to preface this workshop by saying that the goals of  it are entirely nonmusical. Therapeutic
songwriting, which has spiked the interests of  clinicians over the past several decades due to its positive
impact, allows the individual to examine their experiences and emotions and tell their story. This narrative
process then puts words to those experiences and emotions, and in doing so, allows the person to process
the meaning and ramifications of  the stories and their feelings. With the support of  music, which has al-
ready been discussed as a proven healing agent, this articulated story joins with sound to create a song,
and songwriting becomes a healing process and a transformative experience.  

Before discussing further, it might prove beneficial to briefly introduce a few projects that are using song-
writing as a therapeutic practice to contextualize its impact:    

SongwritingWith:Soldiers: This organization pairs professional songwriters with service mem-
bers to craft songs about their experiences, often about combat and the return home. This unique
collaboration offers participants a way to tell their stories, rebuild trust, release pain, and forge new
bonds, and through this process and their songs, participants rediscover their creativity and reconnect
with family, friends, and communities.  

Lullaby Project: A project of  Carnegie Hall’s Weill Music Institute, the Lullaby Project pairs new
and expecting parents and caregivers with professional artists to write and sing personal lullabies for
their babies, supporting maternal health, aiding childhood development, and strengthening the bond
between parent and child.  

ProMiMiC: This organization empowers groups of  musicians playing person-centered improvisa-
tions for patients and nurses in hospital settings. Research has demonstrated that this person-centered
music making can be put into practice effectively in a medical setting and that it provides meaning
for all participants as well as reducing experiences of  pain in patients. 

Songwriting in a therapeutic way is an active intervention and a participatory engagement in your own
well-being. Not only is songwriting restorative, but due to the process of  songwriting, which takes time,
it allows for sincere and even prolonged engagement with issues, experiences, and feelings, which enables
the songwriter (that’s you!) to sit with emotions and explore alternative paths to recovery.1 While the def-
inition of  a song is as expansive and varied as the definition of  music, a song generally has an arc, and
by giving it this shape, the issue at hand is given a structure, which gives the songwriter a comfortable
space to confront their experiences.  In addition, songwriting draws on executive functions, such as or-
ganizing, self-monitoring, and problem solving, and it inspires the songwriter to be present with an issue
or emotion and stay focused on addressing it.  
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While songwriting might be an exercise in processing and accepting, songs can reveal unexpressed
thoughts and feelings that are very much part of  your present-day experience. As mentioned, the act of
creative expression is an inherent ability, which means that creative expressions will come naturally and
subconsciously. As a lawyer, you are constantly intaking other people’s experiences and emotions, and as
your capacity fills, it is likely that your own needs, thoughts, and feelings become lost. Because this ther-
apeutic method can create consciousness, songwriting can draw out emotions that need accepting, pro-
cessing, and releasing. In addition to giving language to your own experiences, songwriting marries words
with music to deepen their meaning. With the help of  a music therapist or guide, or even on your own,
you can shape sound to imitate the lyrics to deepen their meaning and fulfill your expression.   

In the previous section, it was articulated that that the outcome of  creativity is not artistic product but
self-expression, and songwriting, whether you see it as a creative outlet, a brain exercise, or an impactful
therapeutic method, is a vehicle to this outcome. Not only can songwriting be an opportunity for self-re-
flection, expression, and healing, but it can also be an opportunity to engage in social activity and col-
laboration. While this workshop aims to inspire a personal practice to be applied in life outside of  the
workshop, this specific program presents another health-giving experience to engage with others through
teamwork, trust, and connection.  

Songwriting in a group setting provides the chance to apply and strengthen social qualities that are es-
sential in the careers of  lawyers. By endeavoring to write a song together, you decipher your role in the
group and how it fits with the roles of  others, determine how to share your ideas effectively, and take re-
sponsibility within the setting of  others. While vulnerable, it also provides a space to practice expressing
your thoughts and feelings with others, how to be more trusting, and how to receive the information of
others in a healthier, respectful way.  

Therapeutic songwriting also provides a tangible reference point. Though other, more traditional prac-
tices provide experiential opportunities, this method allows the songwriter to emerge from the experience
with something to have and revisit. While the process is the critical part of  this method, the song also
serves as an encapsulation of  the songwriter’s thoughts and experiences at a specific point in time. This
also means that it can be revisited and reexamined in new ways, played or performed by the songwriter
as an expressive or soothing activity, and built upon as desired.  

Songwriting is yet another way to exercise the inherent creative expression that every person possesses,
and it is an invitation to give shape to your feelings, thoughts, and experiences in new, affirming, and
even uplifting ways. It is a chance to take what you know and apply that knowledge as you journey your
course and move through your life and career. Most importantly, it is a chance to heal in your own ways,
in your own terms, in your own words, and through your own song.  
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Songwriting: One Lawyer’s Story 
When The Whole Truth and Nothing but The Truth 
Meets Three Chords and The Truth 

I graduated from law school at 25 and was doing felony trial work as a prosecutor before I was 27.  Mur-
der, sexual assault, child abuse.  It was all consuming.  High stakes; high stress. All my friends were lawyers.
All we talked about was the cases we had.  The law was not the biggest part of  my life – it became my
entire life.  

I eventually entered private practice and my days were filled with even more stress since I was starting
all over again learning civil practice. And now I had clients. Difficult clients. Demanding clients.  I cared
about them.  Some said I cared too much.  

I would take long drives to try to clear my head.  Talk radio – my go to up to that point - became noise.
Clutter. I needed a different kind of  sound. So, I turned to the music stations. Rock too was too cluttered,
and I wasn’t ready for those classical stations at the beginning of  the dial – but somewhere in the middle
country music fit just right.  It was the cure for a disease I didn’t realize I had but which was growing just
the same.  

Now I had no musical skill, and other than briefs and motion papers, I had never written so much as a
postcard. But at some point as I drove the often-snowy backroads of  upstate New York, something inside
was driving me from music fan to active participant.  

Music and motion were giving me a little bit of  balance – before I even knew what balance was.  In those
days we just did.  Twelve-hour workdays were not questioned. Balance was for circus performers doing
the high wire act. Little did I understand that law practice is a high wire act all its own.    

My life as a music participant wasn’t conscious. Not at first. But I remember one afternoon while mowing
my modest lawn in the mind-numbing hot summer haze ideas for song titles, out of  nowhere, started
popping into my head.  I forgot half  of  them by the time I was done but wrote down what I could re-
member.   

Then, a few days later, I looked at what I had written down and was surprised I had written what I did.
Some weren’t half  horrible. To this day I remember my first – Let Lying Dogs Sleep – about a divorce
client who left her husband before dawn. Soon I started to make a conscious effort to write.  In these
days well before the Internet I had to go to my local bookstore and get a book on songwriting, songwriter
magazines, and a rhyming dictionary. This was getting to be fun at a time where I had forgotten what
fun felt like.  

Instead of  waking up and immediately thinking about work I read about songwriting. It wasn’t long
before I realized if  I wanted to write how the people in Nashville did I had to learn structure.  But the
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structure was good for me. It was not only like solving a puzzle – it was like creating the puzzle and then
solving it.  It was training my mind to do something other than think like a lawyer.  I felt like my heart
and soul were returning to their rightful places.  

Drawing from things I’d heard in court from real people with real problems, l became very intentional
about writing. Lyrics regularly started popping into my head. So did very basic melodies. Words first,
then music. That’s how it was for me.  

I also became dangerous on the roads. I was a headline in the making. I’d drive and scribble the epiphany
of  the moment on the back of  a Dunkin Donuts receipt (or sometimes on the front which became a real
challenge to read) and just put it in a shoebox filled with scraps of  words until I could figure out what to
do with them, that is if  I didn’t wrap myself  around a telephone pole first.  

I had no intention to ever write for any reason other than the love of  it, and the challenge. I was of  course
not thinking I could do it for a living – I knew enough to know there were so many great writers and
most would never earn a dime from it.  I had a job that paid the bills – my problem was I had no life.  

Eventually I took a job in Indiana and was able to commute to Nashville. I went to the Bluebird Cafe
and less well-known songwriter spots. I was so impressed by many writers/performers I’d seen.  And one
day I met up with a wonderful friend who ironically left law school in Oklahoma at the urging of  none
other than Garth Brooks and traveled to Nashville to be a songwriter and recording artist.  

I learned so much from him.  He was a pro. And he had a record deal. At least until the label went bank-
rupt.  We wrote a bunch of  songs together. Some were pretty good; some were downright awful.  But it
didn’t matter.  The journey was more important than the destination.   

After he recorded one of  our songs – that was like crossing the Rubicon for me. Or maybe more like
solving Rubick’s Cube.  I felt I had done something real. Something I enjoyed.  It was a better feeling to
me than anything I had done in the law. I helped create something that never existed before then.  And
even if  no one else ever listened to it, I could. In our work as lawyers, we don’t get to create much other
than paperwork – often seasoned with a lot of  pain and anguish for some, if  not all, of  the participants.
This felt, I don’t know, really positive.  

At some point down the road, I added screenwriting to the mix. And eventually fiction.  Just like runners
who need to run, I found that thinking about ideas to write when alone in the car or just before bed or
on a morning walk was something that made me healthier. More whole. More well.  

So, to this day I write – I have no idea where the next idea will come from other than to know that a lot
of  them simply come from my day-to-day conversations, stories I read in the paper - or a magazine - or
online - or just asking myself  a lot of  ‘what if ’ questions.  And I’m sharing this with the hope that as you
look for your balance, that music and writing may just feel like the soft warm hug it has felt like for me.  
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I’ve never told anyone about this part of  my journey prior to working on this Institute.  It didn’t seem
like it would matter to anyone else.  Now it seems like it does.   

As I learned more about the needs we have as lawyers, I realized more and more that I’m just like most
of  you.  I went to law school thinking it would be a fulfilling career where I could help people. I never
thought I’d be stressed out all the time in the process. Most of  us may not have gone if  we’d had known
then what we know now.   

But with time and balance, and the comfort of  those who have walked somewhat in each other’s shoes,
we can still love the law and have the law touch what we do in life.  But there is something about drifting
away into songs and stories that helps my brain from sounding like a big, fluffy, out-of-balance comforter
in a washing machine.  

I will leave it to the experts to tell you all why this thing they call music works for people like me. Hopefully
for people like us.  All I can tell you is that it does.  I’m not sure where my life would have gone without
not only writing and thinking of  ideas - or without the people I met in this creative world. These people,
as much as the writing, bring such a different perspective. They live in a space that values our humanity.
We don’t talk about law (unless it’s a script for a lawyer show). We talk about words that rhyme. Or at
least match.  

It’s this creative process and community that helped me get my life back at a time when my brain, my
family, and even my dog were pleading. All I am saying is give peace a chance in three-part harmony.  I
did. It’s worked. 

Setting the Stage: An Introduction to Writing Your Song 

Music reflects mood, story, and can provide solace or respite. More often than not, many of  us turn to
music as a way to clear our minds, reset for the day and find encouragement. In this workshop we will
explore our creative minds and place the musical message in your hands. 

Throw out the stories that you have been told; that you have no voice for singing, that you’re not a poet,
or you're not musically inclined. The intention of  this workshop is to help you discover that your words
alone can inspire anthems and expressive melodies. Within this process, the mission is for you to find a
creative community with your peers, give yourself  permission to play, and write a song that you can call
upon in your own times of  need.  

During this therapeutic songwriting workshop we will divide into small groups to write songs of  encour-
agement, empowerment, and truth. Each group will have a professional songwriter as your guide. No
musical experience is necessary, just the willingness to create, explore and contribute to the conversation. It
is not our goal to write a hit song. This is more about the process and how we can improve our wellness
through play and creative writing while we express our feelings, thoughts and needs as well as encourage
positive communication between individuals as we work towards a common outcome: Your Song.  
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Songwriting Workshop Overview 

This songwriting workshop is intentionally presented on the third day of  the Wellness Institute so to
follow the more in-depth discussions regarding proven and creative approaches to pursuing well-being.
As the singular activity of  this day, it provides structure to and focus on the songwriting activity and a
certain calmness to the schedule. To restate, the goals of  this workshop are entirely nonmusical; rather,
the goals are:  

• To introduce a proven therapeutic method to support lawyer well-being 

• To eliminate any barriers a participant might see to creative expression or participation 
and invite them into a trusting, creative experience 

• To foster a collaborative, comfortable, and safe environment that allows each participant 
to express themselves as they wish 

• To provide professional therapeutic guidance to all participants 

• To cultivate interpersonal connections and communication skills 

• To strengthen the core executive functions that lawyers employ in their careers   

• To instill a curiosity about music, songwriting, and other creative practices with the goals 
of  participants using alternative therapeutic methods and experiences in their daily lives and careers  

The workshop will begin with an introduction by Kyshona, during which she will outline the general ex-
perience and process. Afterwards, attendees will be broken into three, pre-assigned small groups and
paired with a resident teaching artist for an hour and 45-minute songwriting session. The format for each
group will be the same, though the songwriting experience will vary based on each group’s dynamic, dis-
cussions, and interpretations. 
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Each breakout session will follow this format:   

The teaching artist will further introduce themselves and invite participants (songwriters) to introduce
themselves as well. The artist will also do some tone-setting to continue the conversation on how song-
writing can be healing and ask for some initial responses to the larger topic of  therapeutic songwriting.  

• It will be stressed that this workshop is highly personal and should be a comfortable space to 
explore your own thoughts, emotions, and experiences in a productive, creative way. No songwriter
will be ‘forced’ to share, but instead, every person will be invited to participate as they are 
comfortable with the goal that the collective group creates a safe and trusting environment for this
kind of  group work.  

Songwriters will then be asked to spend a few minutes journaling 
to some provided prompts, which include:  

• Think of  and write down a few compelling phrases that you have heard during your legal career
that stand out as something you could use in a song.  

• Having gotten to this point in the Institute, what thoughts are coming to mind about 
your well-being?  

• What is your personal mission?   

• Write freely: what is on your mind right now? 
Journal without stopping, and see what finds its way to the page.  

• What is a personal intention you want to maintain during this workshop? 

Following this, the teaching artist will ask for some responses to be shared from the group and will begin
to word map words, phrases, and ideas that arise.  

The artist will facilitate discussion to get all songwriters to begin to identify common threads and shared
ideas so to determine an initial direction for the song.  

• As discussed previously, therapeutic songwriting is not only an opportunity for personal exploration
and healing but also a time to engage with others, learn how to collaborate, connect, and trust. 
A major part of  this exercise will be fostering a positive group dynamic that prioritizes humanity,
respect, and understanding.  

As more of  a response to the conversation, the artist will guide songwriters to suggest other words, phrases,
music ideas, and thoughts that could serve the song. It is important to stress that each teaching artist has
done this process numerous times and will be fully engaged to assist all songwriters in drawing out their
thoughts and personal creativity. They will also be a source of  musical interpretation, and by listening to
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the feedback from the songwriters’ conversations, they will help give sonic shape to the song and ask the
songwriters to help direct the music. The assimilation of  the song will also vary based on the group, but
it will most likely follow a verse-chorus format with more verses being added as time allows. 

After the breakout sessions

At the end of  the breakout sessions, all participants will come back together for a performance and dis-
cussion. The teaching artists will perform the songs created by each small group and provide a discussion
space for participants to talk about what the process was like, the surprises and the challenges of  it, and
ways to maintain this practice after the workshop. While the process is more important than the product,
the chance to hear and receive music in a therapeutic way, especially in this personal story-sharing way,
gives attendees an opportunity to learn from other points of  view and reflect on shared ideas and con-
nections.  

This workshop enables both active and receptive therapeutic experiences: attendees are able to participate
in music-making, which provides a unique activity that has its own health benefits, and receive and ex-
perience music, which is a significant part of  the therapeutic experience. At a later point in time, these
songs will be professionally recorded and distributed to each participant so that they can utilize them in
their lives and careers.  
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“Where words fail, music speaks.”
– Hans Christian Anderson
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“Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, 
wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and charm 

and gaiety to life and to everything.”
– Plato
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“Music washes away from the soul
the dust of everyday life.”

– Berthold Auerbach
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“Music should be your escape.”
– Missy Elliott
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“Music is the best means
we have of digesting time.”

– W. H. Auden
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“Who hears music feels his solitude
peopled at once.”

– Robert Browning
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“For me, singing sad songs often has a way of healing a situtation.
It gets the hurt out in the open into the light, out of darkness.”

– Reba McIntire
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“Music can name the unnameable and
communicate the unknowable.”

– Leonard Bernstein
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“Music is probably the only real magic
I have encountered in my life.”

– Tom Petty
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“I haven’t understood a bar of music in my life,
but I have felt it.”

– Igor Stravinsky
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